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ABS'I'RAC'l' OF '11m DISSERTATION

The Hajor pm•pose of the study ~:as to dete~·mine the effects of
tho assign.ment. of arithmetic home1·mrk by the teachrc•r f1•om the textbook,
and teacher assigned differentiated home·,mrk prepared by .the :l.nvestigator
upon the achievmMmt of fifth-grade students as meast)red by standar-J:l.sed
tests of aritr.metic computation, concepts, and application.
A secondary purpose of the study Has to detarll'.ine 1·rhothe1• the
ass:l.gnnmlit of tho two forms of homework would have a. differsnUa1 effect
upon the achievement for girls and boys and for low artd high IQ groups •

.lh2. !:.r£.gedure
Data were gathered from an experimental study involving the
distribution of seventeen i':lfth-grade classe.s from three nnified school
districts into three experimental groups. Six classes were assigned
textbook homework, five classes were assigned diffo1•entiat~d homework
and :;ix classes wc•l'o assigned no home1-10J~k. 1'he dlfferentiated hontework
v1as prepared by the investigator on two l<~vels of difficulty,
The form.?.t
of both levels in the differentiation oi' 'che assigmn<mts 1•Jas sinLi.la.1•,
and both lev~•ls covered the same leal"rting e:l.:pei•ienc®s • On the oecas:l.on
of 89.ch assignment the student v.ras tt,iven the cho:tco of r~ither 1evo1'!t
Students we:t'e given tho Nulti-leveJ. Ed1.tion of thc1 I.org(>-Thornd:Uw Intelligence Test. Forms Q and R of arithmetic i:.t~sts of the Compr<:>··
hensive Tests of Basic Skills <rel•e g-lven as pre- ,.nd posttr•sts :l.n th<>
·------··"1.1J.et•iment..• _To_d.s:t_ol'mine_the__ .t•.ba.z}~.ct.e.risi.ir:.s_9.f_tb.e_s11..'1!]:2h~._gl".QU]h'l.,--"'-l_l_____ _
analysis of variance was computed on pretest scores, To account for
preto:wt d:J.fferences an analysis of covariance was made using adjusted
posttsst mean sc><le scores, The assumption of homogeneity of variance
~1as met through reg1•ession analysis.

1.

Mean differences among hom~10rk treatment effects on tests of
computation. concepts, and application were not significant.

2. Hean differences resulting fl•om hometml'k treatment effects bett.reen
boys and girls on tests of computation, concepts, and application
lrere not significant.

3. Mean diffe1•enoes resulting from homework treatment effects on
low a.nd high IQ groups on tests of computation, concepts, and
application were not significant.
The assignment of homemork to improve achievement in arithmetic
computation, kno·W'ledge of concepts, and appJ.ica tion of skills, within the
confines of the particular enviromnent and treatments described in th:l.s
study, :i.s probably ineffective.

l
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CHAP'rER I
STATEMENT OF 'l'HE PROBLEM

-l

Arithmetic teachers give considerable attention to
helping pupils toward greater achievement in the followi.ng
areas: ( 1) comprehensj_on of the basic concepts of arithmetic,
(2) greater development of computati.onal sldlls, and (3) the
ability to solve complex problems.

Arithmetic homework is

often regarded as one of the means to achieving these go<;>,ls.
Notwithstanding the possi bj_U ty that some forms of a.r1 thmetic
homework are of value, many educators express concern tlw.t
over~emphasi.s

on the means toward goals d.ecreaser;; the

effi·~

ciency by which goals are achieved." - - - - - - Advant~

Epps

1

.Q.£ Homework

stated in her research summary for the National

Education Association that frequently administrators approve
of homework, teachers assign it, and students and their parents
expect i.t.

Approval, assignment, and acceptance of homework

is based upon the belief that homework does serve an important education function.

Five advantages most frequently

mentioned in articles on homework deal with furthering specific

1Margaret lDpps, Home~Y.Qrk, Hesearch Summary, 1966-SZ,

Research Division, Natior1al Education Associ.ation (Washington,

D. C., 1966), P• 4,

1

2

l earni.ng tasks:
1. Bond and Smith, Otto, and Strang 2 state th<:;t homework
helps to reinforce what was learned in the classroom
by providing an opportunity to aseimilate, practice, and
apply new concepts.

'

-- ';:

_j

2. Stowe and Stewart3 point out that study at home
permits pupi.ls to complete unfinished class assignments,
and to make up work missed during absences.
1

3. Bond and Smi tb. + sta.te that homework. can be the means
of providing background for classroom activities by
pc~rm.i t ting pupils to preview new work.

4, . Stowe and Stewart, Ri vlin, and Bond and Smi th5 advise
that adjustment of class instruction to meet individual
differences 1n ability and interest can be facilitated
thro1.1gh the use of homework.
Hivlin as well as Stowe and Stewart 6 point out tha.t
homeworl~: allows worth-while project,s st;ch as reviewing
reading materials other than textboolw, wr•..tch:Lng a BpeCJ-"l
'l'V program or movie, or wri ti.ng themes or reports, .all
of which can fulfill supplementary neecJ.s whieh cannot
always be met durj_ng class t:i.me •
5,

..,

~Ruth Strang, Guid~~ Stugy ~ li9ill~, What Research
Says to the 'reacher, No:-l3, Prepared by the American Educational Research Association in cooperation with the Department of Classroom 'l'eachers (Washington, D. c.: National Education Association, 1955), p. 20; George W. Bond and George
J. Smith, information corresponding to that given by Strang;
Henry J, Otto, information corresponding to that given by
Strang,

3Elaine Stowe and Fred Stewart, "Home Study in the
Elementary Schools," Am.erican School Board Journal, CXL (February, 1962), 47.
-1tGeorge W. Bond and George J. Smith, "Establishing
a Homework Program," )j:),.~.mentary_ School Journal, LXVI (December,

1965), 140.

5IbiQ; Rivlin, information corresponding to that
given for Bond and Smith.
6 stowe and Stewart, "Home Study," p. Lf7; Riv-lin,
information corresponding to that given for Stowe and Stewart.

The most frequently mentioned ways that homework
enhances and enriches the learning process in general are
these:

-~

1. Strang? points out that homework gives the pupj_l
the experience of world.ng by himself whj_ch helps him to
develop j_ni tiati ve, self-discipline, responsibi.li ty,
and independence.
2. Miel 8 indicates that homework can help the student
to develop the study skills needed for obtaining knowledge
on his own.

3. Bard and .Strang9 point out that permanent leisure
interests may be developed by homework that calls for
a questioning and searching attitude,
4. Rivlin and .Strang 10 point out that many homework
assignments enrich the classroom experience by rela t:Lng
what has been learned :i.n school to everyday problon
sol v:i_ng situations in the home, the community, and t.he
nation.
Disadvantap;es Qf. Homework
There is also much opinion on the disadvantages of
homework. In the writings of Hodges, and Jones and Ross 11 are
found eight objections which are most frequently mentioned:

------------------7

strang, "Guided Study and Homework," p. 18.
, 8AHce Hiel "Row to Hake a Student," Reaging Teache:J;:,
XV (September, 1961), 8.
9strang, "Guided Study and Homework," p. 18; Harry
Bard, information corresponding to that given for Strang.
10 Ibid., p. 19; Rivlin, information corresponding
to that given-for Strang.
11 Ronald D. Jones and Calvi.n Ross, "Abolish Homework:
Let Supervi.sed Study Tal:e its Place," Clearing House, XXXIX
(December, 1964), 208; William D. Hodges, information corresponding to that given for Jones and Ross.

~~-

1. A child j_s tired after e. full day at school. He
has little enough time for recreation without spending
his evening poring over books.

2. A child's enthusiasm for the next day in school can
be reduced by homework.

3,

Parents sometimes do the homeworl: wh:i.ch <wually
results in confusing the child.

j

-j

4. All homes do not contain equally suitable conditions
or tools for study.

5. Worth-while activities such as private music or dancing

lessons, church activities, scouting, hobbies, and recreational activities may be neglected in preference to homeworl~.

6. Disagreeable homework tasks may lead a pupil to dislil:e school.

7.

Homework geared to the 11 average 11 st.:.1dent may be too
difficult. for some children and not crwJ.lengj_ng enough
for others.

8. Family life may be disrupted by homework, .Some c.hi1dren and some parents develop emotional tensions because
of homework.
---- - Epps, Hulry, Strang, 12 and others in their research
SUllllllaries on the subject of homework deal with various problems
associated with it:
1. There is a widespread problem of copying another's
homework which defeats the purpose of homework and may
even have detrimental effects on character and citizenship.

2. When the student copies or permits copying of homework,
he may feel guilt which may in turn take on a mental
hygiene aspect.
strang, 9JJ:.~ §.!.udy !ill£. Ho!Jl~, p. 17; Epps,
lnformation corresponding to that given for Strang; Mulry, information corresponding to that given for Strang.
.

12

5

3,

'rhat homework can also affect family relations,· is .
in accord with the writings of Hodgeo, Jones and Ross,l5
It is the investigator•s view that some forms of

compulsory arithmetic homework assigned in an· arbitrary manner
need investigation to determine if such practices result in

_j

improvement of arithmetic achievement in knowledge of the
basic concepts of al;'ithmetic, computational skills, and verbal
problem solving ability,
In addition" to that which has been presented thus
far, there are numerous other statements supporting a variety
of positions on the subject of homework in general, but when
it is cleBired to minimize challenge to such positions, one
finds an insufficient amount of original research with which
to do so.

This is the case whether one deals with the general

-----sub-Je_c_t_o_f-n-omeworR or wrtnliomeworR in speciflcsuojec'r areas.
j
Goldstein 14 reviewed the 280 titles dealing with
the general subject of homework which appeared in Education
Index

during a thirty year period before 1958.

He found only

seventeen to be original reports of experimental research.
This investigator has reviewed the titles listed in the same
13Donald D. Jones and Calvin Ross, 11 Abolish Homework,"
pp. 206-9; William D. Hodges, information corresponding to
that given for Jones and Ross.
14Avram Goldstein, "Does Homework Help?" ~ Elementa~~ School Journal, LX (January, 1960), 212-224.

G
reference before, during, and after the time period reviewe<;l
by Goldstein.

Also reviewed were titles of experimental

research in Dissertation Abstracts and titles in the blbliographies of research studies on the subject of homework in
general.

A similar paucity of original research was found,

_j

Other research summarists such as Strang, Epps, and Hulry
are in accord with this finding.
The journals are replete with opinion on the subject
of homework,

The limited amount of original research on the

subject has by no means dissuaded some educators from the
insistence that arithmetic homework has value because of its
positive effect on the achievement of the pupil, nor has

.+

~"

tempered an opposing view, that compulsory ::'orms of homework
are simply outmoded forms of mental discipline, and as such,

Although arguments on the merits of homework tend
to be as varied as the many kinds and styles of homework,
there exists a polarity of opinion which is generalized here
by the researcher:
1. Compulsory homework assignments in addition to daily
class lessons increases pupil achievement in all school
subjects,
2. Compulsory homework in addition to daily class lessons
produces no significant difference in pupil achievement
in all school subjects,
The limited number of available research reports has
not conclusively substantiated either position.

7

Mulry 15 reports that

ru:nong

the few available stud,ies

on homework, the results are not in agreement. She also echoes
a report by Epps 16 in which is stated that many studies,

although sometimes well constructed, are misinterpreted and
used to .support preconceived notions about the benefits or
harmful effects of homework.

In her judgement, very often

the actual findings in a research study do not support the
conclusions drawn by the investigator.
This investigator has doubts about the practicality
of any investigation which attempts to answer a question

regarding the desirability or undesirability of homework in
general in place of an investigation of homeworH: in a .specific
subject ·or one which investigates a particu1e,r ty:pe of homework
assignment.

This view is held because of the great variation

r---~in-the-k:tn-ds~o-r-suoject

matter for which homework is given,

the great variety of attitudes toward homework held by the
students, and the possible variety of creative and uncreative
approaches to the assignment of homework by the more resourceful
teacher.

Strang and Epps 17 in their summaries on homework

research corroborate this point of view.

1 5June Grant !1ulry, "VIe Need Research on Homework,"

National Education Associ.ation Journal,. X (April, 1961), 49.
16Epps, "Homework Research," p. 4; Ruth Strang,
information corresponding to that given for Hulry.
l7Ibid., p, 5.

8
The wide nature of the subject of homework suggests
to the investigator that it be narrowed to investigations of
particular approaches to homework in a specific subject area.
This direction is taken with the admonition that the results
of such studies should not be used in any argument whi,ch
attempts to substantiate positive or negat:Lve positions on
the value of homework in general,

Perhaps when many more

investigations in a variety of subject areas are completed,
a summary of them would be of some value in making general
statements on the subject of homework.
Statement .Qi

~

l'.r..2:2121!l

The purpose of th,is study was to conduct and report
on a controll,ed experiment ,which was designed to

investtga~e

the effects of two specific forms of compulsory ari thmehc_____ _
homeworl{ on the arithmetic achievement of fifth-grade pupils.
The research design, to be discussed in more detail in Chapter
III, provided for the formation of two experimental groups
which were given homework assignments and one control group
which was given no homework.

Standardized testing and analysis

of covariancewere used to compare the arithmetic achievement
of pupils in the experimental and the control groups,
Primary

purpose~

Hore specifically the investigator's primary purposes
were:

9

1. To determine whether there was a significant. difference in arithmetic achievement between students in the
first experimental group which was given compulsor,y- homework from pages in the textbook and students iE the control
group who were assigned no .arithmetic homework.
2. To determine whether there was a significant difference in arithmetic achievement between pupils in the first
experimental group Vihich had been assigned homework from
the textbook and the second experimental group which had
been assigned differentiated homework prepared by the
investigator on two levels of difficulty, Both levels
in the differentiation covered the same learning experj.ences.

3.

To determine whether there was a signtficant difference in the arithmetic achievement between pupils in the
second experimental group who were given differentiated
homework and the achievement of pupils in the control.
group who were assigned no homework..

Second~

purposes

1. To determine whether there was 61 sL;nifJ..cant diffe::-ence in arithmetic achievement for low e.nd high IQ w:i.thin
each of the two experimental groups and within the ccntrol
group.
- · - · · - - -

2. To determine whe.ther there was a significant difference in arithmetic achievement for low IQ students between
each of the three groups in the experiment.

3.

To determine whether there was a significant difference
in arithmetic achievement for high IQ students between
each of the three groups in the experiment.

4.

To determine whether there was a significant difference in arithmetic achievement for boys and girls within
each of the two experimental groups and within the control
group.

5.

To determine whether there was a significant difference in arithmetic achievement for boys only between each
of the three groups in the experiment.

6.

To determine whether there was a significant difference in arithmetic achievement for girls only between
each of the three groups in the experiment.

10

The determinations under the si.x purposes were sought
for total arithmetic skills as well as for subdivisions of
computation, cpp.cepts, and appJ.i.cat:Lon.
It was the. intention of the j_nvestigator to investtigate only two forms of comrmlsor·y homework, differentiated
homework and textbook homework, in order to provide individuals
and groups additional knowledge to aid them in their efforts
to develop more meaningful statements of.philosophy on homework, or in such cases where it is desired, to aid in the
development of school policy on homework.

The three school districts that had participating
I
--~

teachers in the experiment all encourage homework assignments
to be given.

This is in accord with surveys on homeworlL_b;r:_________ _
Stowe and Stewart 18 and others which indicate that homework
assignments could begin with a maximum of ten minutes a night
in kindergarten and increase to forty-eight minutes a night
in sixth-grade. Strang 19 states that in actual practice,
however, one pupil may spend a half hour on an hour assignment
while another may spend ninety minutes on the same assignment.
. 20
According to Stowe and Hodges, and Jones,
the latter sit18stowe and Stewart, "Home Study," p. 47.
19strang, Guided Studt ~ Homework, p. 8.
20Jones and Ross, "Abolish Homework," p. 2.08.

J

uation can cause difficulty in the home because of tensions
resulting from the disrruption of fa:nily life.
Many school districts permit the type of homework
to be left to the discretion of the teacher.

Because much

of the instruction in arithmetic is apt to be devoted to discussion of newly introduced concepts, many teachers are likely

-j

to gi V•i! practice in arithmetic skills as homework at least
once or twice, or more, during a week.

Hore than half of the

teachers participating in the experiment stated in a survey
conducted by the :i.nvestigator, (see appendix) that this frequency was usual practice in their programs when not engaged
in an arithmetic experiment.

The results of the survey are

in accord with information given by a National .EdueCltj_on P.ssociat:i.on teacher poll which disclosed that 83.5 percent of all

,------e±emen-t-ary--~eachers-f-avor-the-ass:Lg:rrllle'ITtt:rf-liomewor:K;<?cl----------'

Hany of the texts used in the teaching of arithmetic
have sections devot-ed to practice of skills presented in the
arithmetic

lessons~

These parts of the texts are sometimes

used as blanket type assignments for an arithmetic class or
group.

Districts which can afford the extra cost may use a

v;orkbook designed by the authors of the text to re:i.n:force
lessons presented ·by the text.

----?]

~

An examination of the workbooks

National Education Association, 11 Teacher Opinion
Poll," A Survey conducted by the National Education Associ.•
ation Research Division, £!£;! J'ournal, L (September, 1961) • 53.
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discloses an emphasis of drill on computational skills.

These

pages are also sometimes used as blanket type homework assignments.
Assignments of compulsory arithmetic homework of the
types under investigation are usually given on a class basis
or group within a class basis.

In either situation, unless

groups within a class are small enough to provide for indvidual differences, it is doubtful that the homework assigned
is geared to the particular learning difficulties of each
child.
A

checl~:

of the most recent method text writers on the

teaching of arithmetic such c;,s Riedesel, Harks, and Spitzer, 22
shows little, if any, attention to the individualization of
arithmetic homework.

The lack of attention to it may be an

____ indicca-ticon-tha-t-:iondi.-vrduaxrze-d-:nomeworKin elementary grades
does not yet have side-spread following, Epps, 23 however,
states that the need for individualized homework in general
is often noted in articles and comments on homework. She
cites articles by Black, Buffie, and Olson, 24 as examples
of opinion favoring its use.
22Herbert Spitzer, Teachins. Jj:lementary School ~
ematics, Boston: Houghton Hifflin Co., 1967; c. Alan Riedesel,
information corresponding to that given for Spitzer; John L.
Harks, information corresponding to that given for Spitzer.
23Epps, "Homework Research," p. 3.
2'1

+Waldemar Olson, "Homework: Friend or Foe to Ch:i.ldren?"
Instructor, LXXI (January, 1962), 6; 76; Irma S, Black, information corresponding to that given for Olson; Edward G, Buffie,
information corresponding to that given for Olson.
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Rasschaert 2 5 found in a survey that most homework
is not differentiated to any degree.

He found that thirty-

six percent of the school systems recommended no difference
in homev:ork "loads" for pupils of low 1 average 1 or high abil-

I
---1
-j

On the other hand, there appears to be very little

ity.

written to suggest how the teacher can go about adjusting
assignments to individual needs.
Assumptions
The assumptions upon which this study was based are
as follows:
1. The practice of g:t.nng compulsory arithmetic homework
on a regular basis is widespread.
Many teachers assign compulsory arithmetic hom.ework
from pages of the arithmetic text and/or an accom_panying
wol'kbook.
2.

vene slfof-com--. pul:aory homework in arithmetic needs investigation.
:3-.-0pin±on-on--trre-i:mporta:rrc~r<:ma----effe<::ti

---

4. !'loti ves for the assignment Of arithmetic homework
include a desire to achieve the goals in arithmetic as
well as an acceptance of it as a form of mental discipline.

5. Students are sometimes burdened with compulsory arithmetic assignments of a. longer duration than is considered
appl'Opriate in surveys on the length of ho!nework assignments.
6. Homework given on a class or group basis provides
a limited .base for reinforcement of areas of individual
need.

?. The effects of teacher and home remained constant
throughout the duration of the study.

25william H. Rasschaert and Robert s. Lankton, Suryey
.9.1. !:£lici.es .\lll H.omt'>work 1 Detroit: Department of Instructional
Hesearch, Detroit Pu.blic Schools, (April, 1961}.
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8. The Comprehensive 'l'ests Qf. ~ic Skills, 1968 edition,
published by the California Test Bureau was an adequate
eva.l uating instrument for this study, ('These tests are
in. use by many school districts in California.)

9. The I.orge Thorndike Intelligence Tests.• 1966 ?>1ulti~
Level Edition, published by Hough ton l1ifflin Co. was an
adequate measurement of the intelligence quotient in this
study. (This test is also in use by many school districts
in California.)
_j

Limitations
This study was subject to certain limitations which
follow:
1. Those set by the inability to obtain absolute control
or the arithmetic instruction of each pupj.l in the study,

T!1e attitudes of the investigator, teachers, e.nd pupils
toward comrJulsory arithmetic assignments,

2,

3. 'I'hose set by the absence of an accepted method of
determining teacher competency, All teachers selected
in the study fulfilled the basic requirement of being
regarded as competent by their administ:::-ators,

4.

Those created by the decision to provj.de homework
assignments on an average of three per week for ten.weeks.

5.

Those created by the inability to obtain absolute
control over the quality and character of homework assignments assigned by teachers using pages from the arithmetic
text.

6.

Those created by the quality and character of homework
assignments prepared by. the investigator as a means of
control .of groups in the study.

7.

Those set by the degree of ability of the investigator
to bring about and maintain the desired cooperation on
the part of the participating teachers,

8. Those set by the degree of reliability of the standardized intelligence tests that were used in the study.
The correlation coefficients of reliab1lity for the Lorge
Thorndike IEtelligence Tests, Multi-Level Edition, Level

15

"B" are Verbal Battery (.955) and Nonverbal Battery (.921),
and for Level 11 C11 are Verbal Battery (.945) and Nonverbal
Battery (.943).

-1

9. 'rhose set by the degree of reliability of the standardized achievement tests that were used in the study. The
applicable reliability correlation coefficients for the
Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills are as follows: Computation (.92), Concepts (.89), Application (.86), and
Total Arithmetic Test (.96).
Definitions of Terms
The

follo~~ng

~

definitions of terms will be used in

this study:
1. Homework: In this study a distinction is made between
compulsor;z homework and voluntary homework. Compulsorz
homeworlf consists of assignments to be completed at home
whj_ch were given in conjunction with, but separate from
classroom study. Voluntary homework was home study of
a non-directed type done by the pupil at !lis own discretion,.
2. Text~ homework: Textbook homework in this study
we.s a form of compulsory homework. The teacher assigned
this form of homework by giving each pupil a directive
---------- -to-co-nrpnrte cert-arnportronsOT~hetextbook~

3. Differentiated homework: Differentiated homework was
a compulsory form oT1iOmework of a somewhat more individualized type consisting of assignments prepared by the
investigator. The student was given a choice of one or
two assignments covering the same learning experiences,
but differing as to degree of difficulty.

4.

:&r.llllmetj,s., £.9ID.DUt_£.hon.: Arithmetic computation consists
of four fundamental oper·e_tions: addition, .~.
mul tiplica,tion, and d:i. vision.
.

-5. Ari'l;,hm_?..th.£ g_onceEts: These have been defined as:

• , •
"the abi1ity of the student to recognize and/or apply
the appropriate concept and technique (method, operation,
structure, formula, principle); the ability to convert
concepts expressed in one numerical, verbal, or graphic
form to another form; the ability to comprehend numerical
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concepts and understand their interrelationship; and the
ability to organize all facts in more complex problems, 11 26
6. Arithmetic application: The emphasis in arithmetic
application is on problem solving. It involves • • •
"the ability to comprehend the problem, select the appropriate method for solving, organize a;Ll fq,cts in total
problems of a more complex nature, and solve for the
correct answer. 11 27
-,
- -~

7. Problem: The term problem was used to denote verbal
arithmetic problems which involve the use of computational
skill. Synonomous with the word problem are the words
§tory problem used by many elementary teachers. According to Cohen and Johnson2o and others, a true problem
can be thought of as a novel situation for the student
called upon to solve.
Summary
The introduction of Chapter I contained a discussion
of the advantages and disadvantages of homework.

It was

disclosed that research on homeworl{ is limited and inconclusive, b;ut that many teachers regularly assign homework on a
compulsory basis.
The purpose of this study was to conduct and report
on a controlled experiment which was designed to investigate
the effect of textbook homework and differentiated homework
26 califo.rnia Test Bureau, Examiner'.:; Manual Form R
Level 'rwo (California: HcGraw-Hill Book Co., 1969), p:-s.27J.12.:iJ!.
28Louis Cohen and David c. Johnson, "Some Thoughts
About Problem Solving," Arithmetic Teacher, XIV (April, 1967),
261-2.
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on the arithmetic achi.evement of fifth grade pupils.
A basic reason for conducting the study was to provide
information for those involved in the formulation of philosophic statements or school district policies on homework.
The investigator's assumptions and limitations were
stated, and definitions of terms used in the study were given.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RELATED TO THIS TUDY
In his research summary on homework Goldstein states
that two very different questions can be asked about the
value of regular homework:
(1) Does it contribute immediately and directly to
achievement in the varirrus subjects? and (2) Does homework contribute to academic proficiency thfough a longterm effect on study skills and attitudes?

The questions have been answered in a variety of ways
by many writers.

So~e

ten years before they were posed by

Goldstein, they were ;omswered negatively by l)t t.o in the
following quotation from the Encvcloperl.ia o:(
___

--Resea~ch-:---------

?~:.§ll.2.!llll

------

Researches at the elementary-school level show: (a)
there is a very small relationship between the amount
of time spent in home study and pupil progress; (b)
homework is not significantly related to achj_evement as
measured by teacher marks or standardized tests; (c)
homework at the elementary-scho>Jl level has a slight
positive relationship to success in high school.; (d)
voluntary homework has about as many values as compulsory
homework; (e) the benefits of assigned homework are too
small to counter-balance the disadvantages, especially
for pupils in poor homes; (f) compulsory homework does
no-c result in sufficiently improved academic accomplishments to ,justify the retention of the "achievement argument" as the chief justification for home study assignments. Generally speaking, the evidence and opinion of
educators are against homework, at least the conventional
1Avram Goldstein, "Does Homework Help?" p. 212.
18
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kind. The trend of thought is
such homework as is to be done
reational type, thus utilizing
school to stimulate worthy use

in the direction of letting
be of the optional or recthe opportunities of the
of leisure time.2

1'he assertion by Otto is one which he has indicated
was based upon available research, and is one which has influ_J

enced many readers, but what is the nature of the research
upon which the assertion is based?
Few experimental studies on the effects of homework
in general have been conducted.

Several research summaries

by Epps, Mulry, Strang, and Goldstein3 indicate that much of
what has been done is poorly designed and limited in scope.
Strang4 has stated that surveys on the subject of
homework tend to report present practices rather than the
best practice or promising procedure.

She states that the

results of opinj_on polls, descriptions of programs and procedures, and experimental studies relative to guided study
and

homeworl~

may be considered as exploratory rather than·

conclusive.
2Henry J. Otto, "Homework," J);n.c;x:clopedi.a .2.£ Educational
~earch, 2nd ed., i950, p, 380.
3Goldstein, "Does Homework Help?" p. 213; June Mulry.
information corresponding to that given for Goldstein; Hargaret Epps, information correspondj_ng to that given for Goldstein; Ruth Strang, information corresponding to that given
for Goldstein.

'·
"'Ruth
Strang, "Guided Study and Homework, 11 p. 8.
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According to Goldstein5 Ed'lcation Inde:x; lists only
280 titles on the subject of home study that were written
during the thirty years before 1958.

He stated that only

seventeen of the reports were experimental studies of the
value of homeworlt.

_J

None were devoted to the problem of

homewol'k in grades one through four, and only seven related
to grades five and six.
This investigator has reviewed the studies of that
period which vrere directed at the value of homework in elementary through junior high school.

Also reviewed in this

chapter are selected studies that were done before the thirty
year period surmuarized by Goldstein and others, as well as
current studies not yet included in the various research
summaries on homework.
;marl;z Studies
The. .§.s:hmidt Study

In 1904, the homework problem was studied by Schmidt 6
in Germany.

He compared the tasks done at school and the

tasks done at home by a group of twelve- and thirteen-year-

5Goldstein, 11 Does Homework Help?" p. 213.
6Friedrich Schmidt, "Experimentelle Untersuchungen
Uber die Hausaufgaben des Schulkindes," Sammlunr7 von Abhandlung~,n ~ Pszcholotischen Padap;or;ik, Laipsig,
r:Ji54, cited
by Fetcor J. Di i~apo i, iiHomeworY: in the New York City Elementary Schools," Q.g_n tri bu tj,on§. .i.Q. :Sduca,tion, DCCXIX (New York:
Teache.l"s College, Columbia University, 1937), p. 8.
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old children.

He determined that work done at home had a

greater number of errors than that which had been done at
school.
TJo...tl J1euman,u Study

Meumann7 found homework valuable when it consisted
of drawings, models, and essays, but a waste of students 1
time when devoted to memory exercises.

His experiment was

conducted with pupils thirteen and fourteen years of age.
He concluded that the value of homework increased as the age
of the pupil increased, and reasoned that it should be delayed
until the seventh and eighth
A

gr~;.d•:!S

of eleme.ntax•y school.

significant finding in Heumann 1 s study was thoct children

worked better v;hen together than alone •
.TI~ ~...2

§J;]ld;z

Reavis 8 made a valuable contibution to the general
discussion of homework when he said:
The problems of home and school study may be rendered
more effective by finding out home conditions and securing
the intelligent cooperation of the parents through home
visi.tations by teachers.

------- "Haus und Schularbei t ExperimentB an
7 E. Ne\l.lllann,

Kindcr11 der Volkssc:hule," Die Deutsche Schul e, VIII (,Jahrgang,
1904), 2.78-503, 337•59; · 41 b-}1., cHed by Di Napoli, "Homework in the New York City Element::<ry Scnools, 11 p. 9.

11 S
f:k.Jl-..
· 1 1:...l.an~
. · C • 1Reav1s,
.
ome
Ho.b:l.ts of Study of Grade Pupils,"

XII (October, 1911), 71-8.

Factors That Deter:m:ine the
;pem,E>:Jltp.r,z ~ Jouz;na,l,
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His study utilized a classification of pupils' study
habits,

He found marked correlation between study habits

and a ranking of the pupils' home environment,
~

Brooks Study

A few years later, Brooks,9 recognizing the contribution of Reavis, did visit the homes of 268 pupils in the
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of the public schools of
Durham, North Carolina.

He recorded the type of home, amount

of assistance given to the pupil, and school grades.

He drew

the following interesting conclusions:
Where the parents are capable of gu1a1ng the child
and are inclined to supervise the home study, their children .;;ucceed in school. But where the parents are unwilling
to supervise the home study, their children, as a rule,
either make slow progress or are failures entirely when 10
measured by the progress of their companions in sc.hool.
~

Hagen Study
Hagen 11 developed an exceedingly low opinion of home-

work as a result of his experiment with a small group of
students in a Chicago elementary school.

He stated:

0

"E. c. Brooks, "The Value of Home Study Under Parental Supervision," Elementary; School Journal, XVII (November,
1916), 187-94.
10

Ibid. p. 194.

11 :aenry Hagen,. "The Value of Homework as Compared

With Supervised Study," Second Yearbook, Chicago Principals'
Club, 1927,14?-9.
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The time and effort required in forcing homework
from pupils would seem to be unwarranted. Required homework leads to dishonesty • • • • Many pupils were seen
copying work of those who had conscientiously prepared
i t.12

It is notable that Hagen was the first to compare
the value of homework with supervised study.
_,1

His findings

indicate that the supervised study group given no homework
in the experiment excelled the homework classes given no
supervised study.
~

Johnson

Stud~

The results of Johnson's study 13 corroborate the
findings of Hagen.

Johnson limited his study to homework

i.n history using two groups of sixth graders.

Both groups

did the same assignments with the first group receiving
supervised study at school, while the second group

d~ct__thEtir

--------------- ----

assignments at home.

__________ _

In his conclusions he stated that the

evidence seemed to favor the use of supervised study over
the use of homework.

12

Ibid.
149.
-•.:.>Lillian Mattocks Johnson,

17

P•

"Directed Supervised
·
Study Versus Home Study in Sixth Grade History," (unpublished
Master's Thesis, I,oyola University, 1931), cited by DiNapoli,
"Homework in the New York City Elementary Schools," P• 10.
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Later Studies
,TI)& Di Napoli

Stu~

An extensive study which is used by those who support
the low opinion of homework, was conducted by Di Napoli 14 in
1935.

This study, in the opinion of many people, Goldstein,
Strang, Mulry, Epps, 15 and others, appears to be one of the
best-designed and most carefully executed studies that has
been done,
The experiment was conducted during the spring term
of 1935 in the fifth and seventh grades of six New York City
public schools.

The purpose of the experiment was to determine

whether compulsory homework in arithmetic, geography,
history, and English results in inproved academic achievement.

To accomplish his purpose Di Napoli chose three pairs

-'-----ef-se-hoo±s-,-each-r-epre-s-enting--diTferent socio-economic groups.
Certain classes in each pair of schools were designated as
compulsory homework classes, and others as voluntary homework
classes,

From these classes Di Napoli obtained three hundred-

ninety-eight matched pairs on the basis of chronological age,
14 Peter J, DiNapoli, "Homework in the New York City
Elementary Schools," Contributions 19. Education, DCCXIX
(New Yorl~: TeacheX's College, Columbia University, 1937).
15Hargaret Epps, "Homework," p. 4; Avram Goldstein,
information corresponding to that given by Epps; June Mulry,
information corresponding to that given by_Epps; Ruth Strang,
information corresponding to that given by Epps.
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mental ability, and achievement test scores.
Students in voluntary homework classes were not
assigned homework.

Teachers did not discourage voluntary

homework, but accepted it and praised it when praise was justifiable.

Usual routine was followed in the compulsory home-

work classes.

Regular daily assignments were given.

After testing had been completed, DiNapoli found that
the total average gain favored the compulsory homework group
in the fifth grade.

The results were considered varied in

the seventh grade with gains in some subjects favoring, but
not significantly, the voluntary homework group.
Although his findings were significant in favor of
compulsory homework for fifth graders, DiNapoli recommended
the abolition of compulsory homework.

This recommendation

was_no.Lin-tu-l-l-accol'd-wi-th-the---f-~nd1ongs-of-h±s-study-and---------

has confused some educators, but nevertheless his recommendation rather than the actual findings are most often used
as the basis for opinion in opposition to homework as discussed
by Otto 16 in the Encyclopedia .Qi. Educational Research.
~

J;il Segundo stud;x:

TheEl Segundo study reported by Crawford and Carmichael 17

----------------

l6otto, "Homework," p. 380.
17c. c. Crawford and .J. A. Carmichael, 11 The Value of
Home Study," Elementar_;y: Schoo], !J:££J.:!}.ll• XXXVIII (November,
1937). 194-200.
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was an investigation which was made in the El Segundo Grammar
School in California.

The investigator was interested in

the effects of abolishing general homework in Grades five
through eight.
analyzed.

In this study two three year periods were

The first three year period included teacher

assigned homework, and in the second three year period students
were given no compulsory homework assignments.
of achievement tests between groups was made.

A comparison
'l.'he investi-

gator found a drop in grade level placement among pupils who
attended the El Segundo Elementary School after homework was
abolished •
.Th2, Stein<;J_£ Study

The Steiner 18 experiment was a well controlled study
limited by the fact that homework assignments in the ex:Reri-_________ _
mental group consisted of drill exercises only in arithmetic
and English.

These assignments were prepared by the two

teachers in the experiment on a weekly basis with five daily
lessons.
The subjects for the experiment were thirty-nine
pupils in the seventh grade.

The class was divided into two

groups with each half doing one kind of homework.

The results

of Steiner's experiment indicated that regular homework led
to gains in achievement-in arithmetic and. grammar.
18M. A·, Steiner, 11 Value of Home Study Assignments,"
School .i1!.!£ .Soc4 ety,. XXX (July, 1934), 20-4.

2'7

~

anderson Studx
•rhe Anderson 19 study was similar in design to the

Steiner study.

The subjects were junior high school pupils.

Homework was given to experimental groups in arithmetic and
English.

Also included in the Anderson study were homework

assignments in social studies which had not been included
in Steiner's study.
According to Anderson, a breakdown of the scores on
unit tests used in the experiment showed that pupils doing
the homework assignments maintained proportionately the same
level of achievement in English, mathematics, and social
studies.

The group which had no compulsory homework had varying

levels of achievement in the three subjects.
Anderson asserted that the following conclusions
were--probabJ:y-justYfie_d_on tlie'6asis of his findings:
1. Home study properly assigned and evaluated so far as
it relates to the pupils in the experiment is an aid in
improving scholarship.
2. Home study is equally valuable to pupils of average
intelligence in English, social studies, and mathematics.

3. On the basis of this study, non-home study pupils
are sporadic in their achievements.

4. The brighter pupils in the non-home study group as
a whole did not gain as much proportionally as those in
the home study group.
10

.
'W. E. Anderson, "An Attempt Through
the Use of

Experimental Techniques to. Determine the Effect of Home
Assignments Upon Scholastic Success," Jou,rpa). 2!. ~!i_ucrat.1.Q.~
Feseqcch, XL (October, 1946), 141-3.
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5. The average and dull pupils of the non-home study

group were much less successful than those in the home
study group.20

The follovnng five studies are regarded as being open
to serious design deficiencies by Goldstein 21 and are not
regarded as important by any other well known research summary.
They are presented here, however, as examples of research that
was being conducted prior to 1950, a period which Epps 22 and
other research summarists have described as one containing
more opinion than research on homework.

!hi Vincent

Stud~

In 1937 Vincent 23 abolished homework for twE-;nty weeks
in the subjects of English, geography and
five and six at Troy, New York.

a:;;•i thmetic

in grades

The number of sub.].ects in

the experiment was not stated nor were standardized tests
evident in the experiment.

However, Vincent's conclusions

are regarded as interesting by this inve·stigator, because in
his conclusions he was one of the first to argue that the gain
:i.n achievement should be weighed against the effort required
to complete the assignments •. He stated:

21 Goldstein,

11

Does Homework Help?" p. 214.

22 Epps, "Homework," p. 4.
23H. D. Vincent, "An Experimental Test of the Value
of Homework in Gr<J:des Five and Six," Nationsl El.ementary
E:.fincipal, XVI (June, 1937), 199-203.
·
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Considering all the work and worry involved in giving
and correcting homework, the final conclusion in this
experiment would follow that the gain is negligible as
a whole and that probably it does not pay to require homework from all the children in grades five to six.2Lf
It is also worth noting that Vincent held the view
that it might not be in the best interests of all the children
to have homework.
1

However, the conditions under which such

a possibility prevailed was not the subject of his research,
~

Cooke fill.<1 Brown Study
Cooke and Brovm 25 asked approximately a thousand pupils

to keep a daily record of time spent doing their homework
assignments.

The pupils' test scores in reading, literature,

history, and arithmetic were compared with their homework
records.

Although some readers may regard the relationship

between the factors of time expended on homework and academic

~-

----- -------

achievement an interesting one, Cooke and Brown found nothing
significant in regard to it.

Once again, as others did before

them, Brown and Cooke made broad general statements regarding
the fruitlessness of requiring students to do compulsory
homework,

21 tvincent, 12.£.
~H·~;

ill·, p, 203,

--D. H. Cooke and G. B. Brown Jr., "Home Study Has
Hany Angles," Journal Qf. Education, CXVIII (October, 1935),

409-10.
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~

Cooke .!m!! J:ing Study
Cooke and King 26 set up matched comparison groups

utilizing 156 pupils in grades five and six in Cookesville,
Tennessee.

One group had regular homework assignments, and

the other had none.

As in the foregoing Cooke experiment,

the actual test data were not given.
present "probability tables."

The investigators did

These indicated that the amount

of gain in achievement in general elementary school subjects
was similar for both the non-homework and homework groups.
The researchers concluded that, because gains were made in
both the non-homework and the homework groups, homework is
of no value •

.Til!?. Tec>Jlan

~tud~

In a sketchily described study Teahan 2 7 found that

- - - - -

median arithmetic text scores of sixth through eighth grade
homework and non-homework groups were the same •. This led
him to concluded that homework is of no value in producing
significant gain in arithmetic achievement.

26 D. H. Cooke and L. King, "Should Children Study
at Home?" AmeJ;;iS,.<%.l'J; :'3<;)1,9.Q1. Board Journal, XCVII (February,

1939), 49-50.

2 7I•i. G. Teahan, HRequired Home Study is Unwise,"
America.ll School Boa,rd Journal, XCI (November, 1935) 1 41 •
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~

RosentenGe,l,

~

Turner Study

The Rosenstengel and Turner 2 8 study was conducted
as part of a sixth-grade health-education unit in Columbia
missouri.

Compared were test scores of a non-homework group

which had been given an additional fifteen-minute supervised
_,

study period and a
period.

homeworl~

group which had no supervised study

The group which did not have homework showed greater

gains than the homework group.

The investigators concluded

that elementary students would profit more by having supervised study than by having homework with no supervised study,
J:.he Montgomer;y: S,tud;y:
The Hontgomery 2 9 study was very similar in desj_gn to
the Steiner3° study.

It was conducted ~~th thirty pairs of

----·- pup:Lls in grades seven through nine in a West Virginia mining
community of low economic status.
assigned to separate classes,

The pairs were di vi.ded and

The first class was given no

homework in English, but was given homework in arithmetic,
The situation was reversed for the second group.

The exper-

iment was carried through a second semester at which time the
groups v1ere crossed over,

The results of achievement testing

~v. E. Rosenstengel and c. Turner, "Supervised School
Study vs. Home Study." American School Board Journal, XCII
(April, 1936), 42.
2

29 C. F, !1ontgomery, "An Evaluation of Required Home
Study in Junior High School Arithmetic and English," (unpublished Naster' s Thesis, University of West Virginia, 1933).
3°steiner, "Value of Home Study Assignments," pp, .20-4.
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showed a slight advantage for homeworll: in arithmetic, and for
no homework in English.

Neither result was statistically

significant.
Foran

~

As

Weber Stu!LY,
in the Montgomery study, Foran and Webe~ 1 also

used a crossover design.

Their experiment was conducted in

seven parochial schools with 292 subjects in the seventh grade.
Group A had arithmetic homeworll: during their second term, and
Group B had homeworll: during their first term.

Arithmetic

subtests of the New Stanford Achievement Test were utilized
as pre- and posttesta in the analysis which permitted the
investigators to obtain separate data for problem solving
and computat:Lon.
Grou:t;> A, which had homeworll: the second

semestiU'_•--------~

made greater achievement gains in problem solving j_n the
second semester, and Group B, which had homework the first
semester made greater achievement gain in the first semester.
Accordingly, both groups did make greater gains in problem
solvi!lg w1.th homework.

The same tendency of gain was found

for computation.tests scores, but not to a statistically
significant degree.
3 1L. G. Foran and M. M. Weber, "An Experimental Study
of the Relation of Homework to Ach:i.evement in Arithmetic, 11
Hatg£3ma.tJ,c.s ~e.k'Chf.ll:, XX.XII (May, 1939), 212"'4•
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Current Studies

1'.!:!.2. Whelan Study
Whelan3 2 conducted a study in 1965 in which he attempted
to investigate the effect of systematic assignments in English
and arithmetic as measured by the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills.
The homework assj_gnments were declared to be systematic,
because the procedures for correcting them were part-of the
instructional program.
Data were gathered to determine whether a planned
program utilizing commercially prepared h0111ework sheets run
off on a spirit duplicator would benefit one sex more than the
other or one ability group more than any other.

Subjects

were fourth graders and grouping consisted of one hundred
pupils in each Of two exp~rimen1;al groups and two control
--------------

groups.

His findings were that systematich9mework assignments
in English and arithmetic by the experimental groups did not
result in significantly higher scores on posttests than those
by the control groups·,
Whelan concluded that time spent by pupils and teachers
completi.ng and correcting the

li'.~eets

could b'e more' profi t•

ably spent on other activities, and that schools employing
blanl,tet assignments sliould note. that

--------------··-32J. A. Whelan,

hi~

study shows such

of

"An Analysis of th-& Effect
Systematic Homework in Two Fourth Grade Subjects'' (unpublishea Ed.D.
Dissertation, Uni versj_ ty of Connecticut, J ..965).

-.--. ---
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assignments to be ineffective.
The Leonard Study
The systematic homework assignment was also used in
1965 by Leonard33 who investigated its effects on pupils of
three levels of intelligence.

Two hundred ninety-four fifth

grade pupils in twelve classes of three parochial schools
in the Archdiocese of New York were used as subjects.
Homework was given in the area of Social Studies.
In the experimental groups materials and instructional homework procedures were systematically utilized in planning homework,. giving the assignment, checking homework, guiding homework, and guiding pupils in study procedures, while children
in the control groups were merely encouraged to complete the
assignments.
Leonard concluded that, irrespective of the method
used in giving homework, the superior pupils surpassed average
pupils; however, no significant differences were found between
the experimental and control group at any intelligence level.
~

Hudson Study
Hudson's study34 was an experimental one in which test

331·1. H. Leonard, "An Experimental Study of Homework
at the lnterm.ediate-Grade Level,'' (unpublished Ed.D.. Dissertation, University of Iowa, 1965).
.
34J. A. Hudson, "A Pilot Study of the Influence of
Homework in Seventh G.rade Hathema tics and Attitudes Toward
Homework in the Fayetteville Public Schools," (unpublished
Ed,D. Dissertation, University of Arkansas, 1965).
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data were gathered on homework and non-homework classes in
seventh grade arithmetic.

The experiment disclosed no sig-

nificant findings; however, part of his study contained a
survey of attitudes of students, parents and teachers, which
supports much of the opinion current in educational journals.
-~

The following conclusions by Hudson are regarded by this investigator as typical of those in other surveys:
Students, parents, and teachers agree that the time
spent in completing homeworl~ assignments should increase
as a student progresses in school. Girls spend more time
in study at home than do boys, and girls feel a longer
amount of time is approprj_ate; however, both boys and girls
actually spend less time studying each night than they
believe to be appropriate. Boys are reminded by their
parents more often than are girls to do their homework.
The bedroom is the most prevalent place of study
for all students, but especially for the students at the
upper grade levels who seek a place of study free from
family activity.
Sixth grade students and teachers from all levels feel
an individual project is a type of assignment which prome'Ges-lcea-rn±ng-.-E±-ghth-an·d-e-1-e-vEn-rth graa.e s tua.en ts fee I ______
assignments from the textbook and teacher-directed problems
and study questions are more beneficial.
Copying of homework increases as students advance to
a higher level with a tendency for girls more than boys
to copy and to permit copying.
Parents recognize the value of homework as a preparation for further studies~_whereas teachers feel homework
has more value as a self-disciplining measure and a means
to develop responsibility.
Students feel homework could be improved if teachers
would explain the assignment more thoroughly at the time
it is assigned and then return the checked homework with
comments on what is wrong and suggestions on how to improve. Parents believe more instruction in how to study
and a system of assigning different subjects on different
nights would. increase the homework efforts of the students. 35
35

~.'

p. 185.
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~Koch

Study
This research report is regarded as interesting by

this writer, because, as well as investigating the value of
homework, Koch3 6 studied the influence of two different
lengths of homework on arithmetic achievement.
The experimental groups consisted of one sixth grade
class given thirty minute homework assignments and one sixth
grade class given fifteen minute assignments.

A third group

received no homework.
Koch planned the lessons with the teachers and dupli•
cated the homework on a dupb.cating machine.
He found that the group receiving lo:1ger assignments
achieved significantly higher computation scores than did
the group receiving shorter assignments.
-----:me-t±-c-concepts-,-:rro-signrfrc1llTt-dl.~fferences

the groups.

In the area of arithwere founa-oetween

Despite the partially significant findings in

the experiment, Koch concluded that homework as assigned in
the experiment did not increase achievement in arithmetic.
In the difference of conclusions from his findings he joins
Foran and Weber,37 as well as DiNapoli,3 8 all of whom dismissed
sections of their experiments which produced significant results.
3 6Elmer A. Koch J·r., "Homework in Arithmetic," Arithmetic Teacher, XII (January, 1965), 9-13.
37Foran and Weber, "Relation of Homework to Achieve•
ment, 11 p. 214.
3 8DiNapoli, "Homework in New York City," p. 41.
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Br:adley St.udy
Bradley39 attempted to obtain data regarding the

comparative effectiveness of two methods of assigning home•
work.

The two types were an individualized method and a blanket

type in which each child received the same assignment.

The

study was complicated by an attempt to also secure data on
pupil interest in mathematics, as well as achievement in that
subject.
Bradley used 202 subjects from four elementary schools
of the Penn Manor School System, Laneaster County, Pennsylvania.
Difficulty in controlling variables in the individualized component of the experiment, as well as questionable
statistical procedures reduce the contribution of the experiment.;-howe-ve-I'-,-the-f'ol-:k(lw'iong-ex-trac-ted-from-t:he-summ·ary·-o-f
Bradley's findings is of interest:
(1) A comparison of mean gain in achievement between
all subjects receiving individualized homework and all
subjects receiving blanket-type homework revealed significant differences favoring the individual method,
(2) The difference in mean gain in achievement was not
signifi.c<omt when the comparison was limited to. boys.
(3) The difference in mean gain in achievement was significant favoring the individualized method when the com•
paris on was limited to girls, (4) The difference in mean
gain was significant favoring the individualized method
when the comparison was limited to students categorized
as high scholastic achievers, (5) Differences in mean
. .
. 39Richard Hoore Bradley, "An Experimental Study of
Individualized Versus Blanket-Type .Homework Assignments in
}Jlemente.ry School Mathematics," (unpublished Ed.D. Dissertation,
Temple University, 1967).
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gain in achievement were not significant in comparisons
limited to middle achievers or limited to low achievers.
(6) Significant differences were found among the schools
in all comparisons of mean gain in achievement.40
The findings are interesting, but it should be noted
that in the treatment of data, the blanket-type homework
group was regarded as the control group in the experiment.
The study did not, therefore, contribute to the question of
whether or not arithmetic homework produces significant gain
in achievement.

I!l.\1 Ha,ertens Stu<:!:£
Maertens4 1 used three treatment groups to investigate
the effects of arithmetic homework upon the computational
skills, knowledge of arithmetical processes, and problem sol vi.ng
ability of third-grade pupils •

Group A had no homework,.

~-----B-was-assrgned-h-om-evro-rlrey-teacliers

was called normal procedures.

Group

in accoraance vri th what

Group C was assigned experi•

manter-prepared homework in conjunction with completion of
certain numbers of pages in the student's arithmetic

textbook~

The sample utilized by Haertens included a total of

319 students in twelve third-grade classrooms in Osseo, Hin ..
nesota.

Test instruments used were the Loi•ge-Thorndike Intel-

40J.h.i.£+. p. 165.
4 1Norbert :1-iaertens, "An Analysis of the Effects of
Arithmetic Homework Upon the Arithmetic Achievement of ThirdGrade Pupils," h,r;lth~tic ~:eac,her, XVI (Nay, 1969), 383u9.
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ligenca Test, Primary Battery, Level II, Form A, and exper•
imenter-prepared achievement tests,
Differences among students' scores were analyzed using
analysis of variance procedures.

Cells in the anlysis were

equalized by randomly selecting students from the total group
for each of three ability groupings.

Analysis of variance

techniques are available which utilize unequal cells,· According
to this investigator, if the cells in the analysis had not been
equalized, Haertens' studywould have been more sensitive,
No mention was made in his report of a test for homogeneity
of variance of the groups in the experiment,
The results of the anlysis led to the conclusion by
Naertens that the administration of homework in arithmetic
at the third-grade level was an ineffective way to raise
--------

achievement.
Summary
The investigator has reviewed homework stud:Les that

were conducted at the elementary through junior high levels,
Opinions by Epps, Goldstein, Strang, and Hulry4 2 which state
that th.e available research is limited in nature; that it

42June Grant Mulry, "We Need Research on Homework,"
P• 49; Avram Goldstein, information corr'!'sponding to tJ;lat
given for Nulry; Hargaret Epps, informahon correspondl.ng
to th,.,_t given for Hulry; Ruth Strang, information corresponding
to that given for Nulry.

40

discloses, in a number of cases, conclusions unsupported by
actual findings, is in accord with what has been found by the
investigator.

Most of the important writers summarizing home-

work research consider that the amount and quality of available
research is insufficient to substantiate the wide•spread use
of homework, and it does not substantiate its abolition.

___ j

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPHENTAL PROCEDURES OF THE EXPERH1ENT

A written proposal of the experiment was prepared
to serve as a basis for discussion with school officials
authorized to approve of research projects in their school
districts.

After perusal of the proposal in September 1969,

the officials of three school districts expressed a willingness
to cooperate.

These were the assistant superintendents in

charge of instruction of the Lodi Unified School District
and the Hanteca Unified School District, and the Spruce School
principal of the South San Francisco Unified School District.
In two of the districts, Hanteca Unified School District
and the South San Francisco Unified School District, the final
decision to cooperate was secured after the investigator met
with volunteering teachers and explained the purpose and plan
of the experiment.
The number of schools in each of the three districts
for which permission was granted for the experiment was as
follows:
1. Lodi Unified School District with five schools participating consisting of a total of nine fifth-grade classes.
2. Manteca Unified School District with two schools participating consisting of a total of five fifth-grade classes.

3.

South San Francisco Unified School District with one
school participating consisting of three fifth-grade classes.
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After the cooperation of the teachers was secured,
assignment of the classes to the experimental groups was made,
In the Manteca Unified School District and the South San Francisco Unified School District random assignment of the teachers
in each school to the experimental groups was made,

This

resulted in the following breakdown for classes in these
districts:
1, Shasta School in Manteca, three fifth-grade classes
assigned textbook homework, differentiated homework, and
no homework respectively.

2. New Haven School in Manteca, two fifth-grade classes
assigned textbook homework and no homework respectively

3, Spruce School in South San Francisco, three fifthgrade classes assigned textbookhomework, £.ifferentiated
homework, and no homework respectively.
In the Lodi Unified School District the assistant
superintendent requested that each of the classrooms in a
--~~--pna~r~ticipate

in the same experimental group.

school~-----

He stated that

if one class were to have homework and another in the same
school were to have none, a public relations problem could
develop; therefore, schools were randomly assigned to the
experimental and control groups.

This resulted in the following

breakdown in the Lodi Unified School District:
1, Differentiated homework, Davis School, three fifthgr.ade classes,
2.

Textbook homework, Reese School, two fifth-grade classes.

3, Textbook homework, Vinewood School, one fifth-grade
class.

4. No homework, Needham School, two fifth grade classes.
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5,

No homework, Live Oa!{ Scl:ool, one fifth-grade class,
The method of assignment of the teachers to the exper•

imental groups was not the same in the Lodi Unified School
.District as it was in the Manteca Unified School District
and South San Francisco Unified School District,

Randomly

assigning teachers in the former and randomly assigning schools
--~

in the latter was not in accord with the proposal for the
experiment, but the difference in selection procedure was
not judged to be critical by the investigator for the following
reasons:
1, The schools with volunteering teach.ers in the Lodi
Unified School District contained, according to the school
administration, a homogeneous population.
2, Teacher attitude was not affected critically by either
method of teacher selection, because all teachers volunteered to accept the responsibility for teaching_in_any
·-------'ene-e-f-the-experi:m<:!n tal groups.

3. The use of pretest scores as covariate in the final
analysis would adjust for differences caused by grouping,
It was planned to meet the assumption of homogeneity necessary for analysis of covariance through the use of a test
of heterogeneity of regression.
The brea){down for all three school districts was as
follows:
1, ·Six classes were assigned textbook homework constituting experimental group A.
2, Five classes were assigned differentiated homework
constituting experimental group B,

3.

Six classes were assigned no homework constituting
the control group,
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Population
There was a total of 498 fifth-grade boys and girls
- --j

among nine schools in the three unified school districts.
The number of pupils in the experiment was reduced to 386
for the following reasons:
1. Lodi Unified School District preferred not to give
intelligence tests. Only those pupils from the district
who had existing test results in permanent records were
included in the report of the experiment.
2. Students who were absent in each of the three districts
when pre- or posttests of arithmetic achievement were
given were not included in the report of the experiment.

3. Students who transferred to other classes or schools

during the experiment were not included in the report of
the experiment.
Testing Instruments
Selection of all tests used in the experiment was

based on a provision requested by the Lodi Unified School
District.

Their cooperation depended in part on the pro-

vision that the tests used would be those already employed
by the school district as part of their testing program.

The

tests were rated as acceptable by the researcher, and after
some discussion with officials of the other participating
districts was held, agreement to use the tests was reached.
Intelligenc~

Tests.

Intelligence testing for all pupils was done utilizing
the Multi-Level Edition of the Lorge-ThorndikEJ. Intelligence
Tests, 1964 edition, published by Houghton Mifflin Company.
Information about the tests was obtained from the Manual for
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Administration of th~ test. 1
The test provides both a

v~rbal

and

nonv~rbal

battery

for grades three through thirteen in a single reusable booklet.

The term multi-lutl indicates that each battery contains

a graded series of items.

These are divided into eight differ-

ent but overlapping scales for use vd th grades three to thirteen.

There is a separate series of items for each grade

in the lower end of the overall grade range and a separate
series of items for each pair of grades in the upper part
of the

grad~

range.

The verbal battery is made up of five subtests which
use onlyverbal items: vocabulary, verbal classification,
sentence completion, arithmetic reasoning, and verbal analogy.
The n.onverbal battery contains three subtests involving pic,.
torial classification, pictorial analogy, and numerical relationships.

According to the publisher, the tests yield an

estimate of scholastic aptitude not directly dependent upon
reading ability.
Test scores of students in the South San Francisco
Unified School District and the Lodi Unified School District
were obtained from the permanent records of the two districts.
The tests had been given by the classroom teachers during
the school year preceding the experiment.

The Hanteca Unified

.School District, because of financial problems, had temper1
Irving Lorge, Robert L. Thorndike, and Elizabeth
Hagen, The Large-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, Hulti•Level
Edition, Forms one and Two, Hanual .f.!ll: Administration, (Nevt
York: Houghton l1ifflin Co., i964), PP• 4-5.
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arily

eliminate~

part of their testing program; therefore.

teats for them were provided by the investigator.

Classes

participating in the experiment were given tests by their
teachers prior to the ten week instructional period of the
experiment.

The difference in the time of intelligence

testing between Manteca and the other districts was judged
as not critical, because of the high correlation coefficients
of the tests shown in the technical manual.
In accordance with that which is prescribed in the
manual for administration of the tests, intelligence quotients
for both verbal and nonverbal tests were added and divided
by two t9 arrive at the average Hh

Also in accordance with

the manual for administration, ;intelligence quotients of one
hundred and above were considered average to high, and intelli--gence_quotien-ts-beiloow-orrenunarea-wereconsidered below average.
~ithm<I,tig,

achievement tests

The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, 1969 edition
published by the California Test .Bureau includes tests in
four basic skill areas; Reading, Language 1 Arithmetic, and
Study Skills.

These are sta..'ldardized tests based upon perforM

mance of approximately 18,000 students.

The tests were

developed with four levels, numbered one through four.wlth
level two being recommertd.ed for the intermediate grades
four, five, and si.x.

Two forms of the test labeled Q and R

were used as pre• and posttests in the experiment.
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The arithmetic section of the CTBS battery includes
three separate tests which were used in the experiment.

These

are explained by the Examiner's Hanual as follows:

-~

!£§1 ~. Arithmetic Computation, consists of fortyeight items equally distributed among the four fundamental operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division. The tests are arranged with four items
in addition appearing in the first column, four items
in subtraction in the second column, four items in multiplication in the third, and four items in division in
the fourth column, etc., in successive columns. The operation for each column is clearly indicated at the head
of each item. This arrangement was selected so that each
student, regardless of his speed of performance, may be
· tested in all four operations without providing for a
separately-timed unit for each operation.2
Test Seven, Arithm€tic Concepts, presents thirty items
measuring the ability of the student to recognize and/or
apply the appropriate concept and technique (method, operation, structure, formula, principle): the ability to
convert concepts expressed in one numerical, verbal, or
. graph:Lc form to another form; the ability to comprehend
numerical concepts and understand their interrelationships;
and the ability to organize all facts in rwre complex
problems. The J!Qlli;_ent_of-Tests-.Seven-and:-Eigllt-includ.-ce--=s=--a variety of categories of items based on the number system
. (integers, fractions, per cents, decimals), measurement
(money, time, length, volume, temperature), algebra, geometry, statistics, and logic.3

m1 Eight, Arithmetic Applj_cations, presents twenty
items in whj_ch the emphasis is placed upon problem-solving.
The tasks required in this test involve the ability to
comprehend the problem, select the appropriate method
for solving, organiz,e all facts in total problems of a
more complex nature, and solve for the correct answer.4
2california Test Bureau, Ex.s.miner's Hanual, :E.Q!m
1&Y.tl:£!!.Q, (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969), p. 8.

3~.

4rbid.

.R

Procedure !££ ExPerimental Qll£ Control Groups
Directions for participation in the experiment were
given to each teacher by mail.

The researcher visted each

teacher to discuss procedure, to observe each class briefly,
and to express appreciation to each teacher for his cooperation.
A classroom work schedule shown below was given to each
teacher.

The purpose of the schedule was an effort.by the

investigator to insure that all classes would be covering
the same learning experiences during the pretesting period
ru1d by the starting date for the ten week instructional period.
The schedule and instruction for its use began with pages
one and two of the arithmetic text on September 2, 1969.
pretest was scheduled for October second and third.

The

The ten

week instructional period began on October sixth, at which
~--'t~i~me_the-place-:k-n-the-text-was--calculatea-oy

to be page thj.rty-two.

the investigator

The ten week period was scheduled to

run to December twelfth with posttesting being scheduled for
the following week.

Also shown on the schedule were the

approximate dates and pages for which differentiated assignments were given.
~lassroom ~Schedule

f2£ Arithmetic

Homework Experiment
The following table shows the approximate dates when
material in the text should be covered by all teachers participating in the experiment. Also shown are the approximate
times when the prepared homework assignments should be given
to students j_n Group B. Teachers working in Group A will
give three textbook homework assignments per week, determining
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for themselves those pB.ges for vrhi<:h homework will be assigned.
Group C will have no compulsory homeworl{ as13ignments~ The
starting date for the experiment is October 6. Until that
time all teachers may cover the material in the text in
accordance with what is accepted policy.
Date
September
If

It

September
II
If

Text Page
2, 1969
3

~

9

10

11
12
September 15
II
16
u
17
u
18
II
19
September 22
23
"II
24
II
25
II

If

II

26

September 29
II
30
_j
October
II
2 &3
October
6

""
II

II

October

.,
II
II
II

October
II
II
II

"
October
II

·U

n

"

~

9
10
13
14
15

16
17
20
21
22
23
24

~~

29

30

31

Prepared Homework

1..2

2-3
~-5
-9
Admission Day
10
11-12
13-14
15
16•17

18
19
20•21
22
23
24
25...26
27-28
28-29
30

. ---;31

Testing .·
32
33
34
35
36
37
38-39
40-41
42
Institute
43
44-45
46-47
48-49
50-51
§2 ...53

No. 5
No. 6

56u.57
58-59
60

No. 12

~~-55

No. 1

No, 2
No. 3
No. 4

No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 1 1
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November 3, 1969

'

4
5

II

Jl
II
II

6

7

November 10
II

11

12
13
It
14
November 17
II
18
II
19
II
20
It
21
November 24
II
25
II
26
.II
27
It
28
December 1
II

2

II

3

II

8

II

9

10
II
1-1
II
12
December 1.5

"

----·

~xplanation
;

AI

C

No. 17
No. 18

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80-81

No, 19.
No. 20

82
83-84
85--86
87-88
89 ..90
91
92
93

No~

Vacation
Vacation

5

December

69-70
71
72

4

II

No. 13

Veterans Day

II

II

61
62-63
64
65-66
67
68

94

&

16

No. 14
No. 15
No. 16

No. 21
No. 22

No.

23
2lf

.No. 25
No. 26
No,
No. ~A

- - - ------

..

9.5

Testing

of the Differentiated ijomework gchedl:J,le

-

.........,_,.

The foregoing classroom work schedule provided ror a
series of three differentiated pairs of homework assignments
which began with the week of October 6t 1969.

Classes followed

the approximate page schedule to work on or near page thirty..
two at that time.

These assignments were numbered one through

twenty-eight and were coordir1ated with material being taught
by the teacher from the text. During the week of Thanksgiving
only one pair of homework assignments was given.
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In the event a class had not reached the approximate
page in the text scheduled for the start of the ten week :l..nstruc•
tional period, six additional pairs of differentiated assignments labeled A through F respectively were provided.

These

were coordinated with material appearing in the text beginning
with page twenty-two.

These additional lessons permitted the

teacher to begin the experiment at the designated starting
date, but with a flexibility of ten pages or more based on
class progress.
Correspondingly, in the event a class or part of a
class had progressed to a point in advance of page thirty-two
by the start of the ten week instructional period, six additional pairs of assignments numbered twenty-nine to thil·tyfour were available if needed.
Developme~

21 Differentiateg Assignments

The investigator is indebted to the publisher and
authors of

£:1Q.per~n .~.e,tg

Through

Discover~

for privileged

use of the workbook accompanying the text.
The worltbook has been designed for simple effective
use in the classroom situation. Each page of the workbook
is a self~contained unit that can be used after a particular
page in the basal text. A notation in the margin of each
workbook page specifies the text page with which the workbook page is correlated. There is a complete listing or
th:ts correlation on the back cover.5
r·

-

.

.

/Robert Lee H.ort.o.n and Herle Grayi Workbook for J:19,dern
A;r;i.thmQ..t.J.,<;. ~~ ~_Qyer;x:, (New York: Si ver Burdett Co. •
1965). p. 1.
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According to the authors the

workbool~

offered the

opportunity to re-explore, to relearn, to develop further one's
arithmetical skills, and to practice these skills in different
ways.

Because the workbook had been approved by the California

State Department of Education for supplementary use vdth the
basic text, it was assumed by the investigator that its use
met the requirements for homework assignments in the experiment.

However, there were two reasons why the investigator

believed it necessary to vary from the presentation of
menta in the workbook.

assign~

These were: (1) The assignments on

each page of the workbook were, in many cases, longer than
the one half-hour length specified for use in the experiment,
and (2) The sequence of assignments was not applicable to use

on a three assignment per week basis as required by the exper______ iment.
Variation from the format used in theworkbook resulted
in the following makeup of assignments to be used as

assign~

ments of an upper level of difficulty;
1. Worlrbook pages 12, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 21h and
25 were assigned in their entirety as half••hour homework_
assignments,.
2. Parts of workbook pages 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32were used as complete half.,.
hour assignments. T]Je decision on which parts of pages
to combine was made by the investigator based on the class ..
room work schedule which showed the work being covered in
the text on the day the homework assignment was to be given.

3. On homework assignments labeled A, D1 4, 8, 17, 18,
24, 25, and 28, portions of pages of the textbook ware
--··-·
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imitated by changing the numbers necessary for computation,
and by changing nouns used in verbal problems.
Corresponding assignments for the lower level of
difficulty were developed by the investigator using the upper
level assignments as a guide.

These assignments covered the

same learning experiences and used the same format as the
upper level assignments.

l

Computation was made less difficult

by using numerals of a lower order without disturbing the
cept or purpose of the assignment.

con~

Vocabulary in directions

was exactly the same as upper level assignments.

Vocabulary

in verbal problems was reduced in difficulty by using words
with less syllabication and by replacing words containing
difficult consonant blends with others of less difficulty.
The two illustrations which appear on the next page
were taken from differentiated assignman_t_s_numb_er_e_d_f_o_ur.te.en. _ _ __
The assignments show that division can be thought of as succes•
sive subtraction.

The pattern of finding the first partial

quotient for each division example remained the same in the two
assignments.

Divisors of a _lower order were chosen which

retained this pattern.

Specifically, if numeral three or two

were choser, as the divisor in the lower level example 4"'f32!!
the selection of the partial quoti.ent would not have provided
practice in the same pattern as presented in the corresponding
higher level example 6"f521.

The pattern in both required a

multiple of ten for the first partial quotient.
'l'he rationale for selection of divisors of a lower
order for lower level assignments is that pupils who have not_
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memorized all basic multiplication facts experience difficulty
learning the procedures of division.

The use of divisors

of a lower order in the examples shown reduced that difficulty
without affecting the division concepts being reenforced in
the homework assignments,
Practicing Division
1. Study the example at the right. First we found
400 nines in 3,829. What is 400 X 9?
i~ext we subtracted 3, 600 from 3, 829 and
then found 20 nines in 229. What is 20 X 9?
How many nines did we find in 49?
How many nines are there in 3,829?
What answer did we write above the example?

2.

Work each example below in the same way.
a

c

b

6)-32'('_ _

813BJ _ _ _ __

d

2L4'Z 1_ _ __.e__..t=c•

Practicing Division
(Lower Level)
1. Study the example at the right. First we found
300 fours in 1,329, What is 300 X 4?

Next we subtracted 1,200 from 1,329 and then
found 30 fours in 120, What is 30 X 4?
How many fours did we find in 9? ---..,.How niany fours are in 1 ,329?
What answer did we write above the example?
2.

332 R1
4) 1 ,329
1 200 300
129
120 30
9
8 2
1 332

each example below in the same way.

Vlorl~

a

b

c

d

etc.
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The two illustrations below were taken from differ•
entiated assignments numbered three.

They show a reduction

of the difficulty of vocabulary in verbal problems.

i'he pro•

cedures for solving the problem were unaffected by reducing
the seven day week in the upper level assignment to a six day
week in the lower level assignment and by reducing the computation from four columns of addition to two.

However~

these

reductions provide a time compensation to the child who reads
at a slower pace, and who would, because of his reading diffi•
culty, ordinarily be faced with an assignment of longer duration than the student who does not have that disadvantage.
Solving P.roblell!,§
1. Nartha 1 s father keeps a record of the number of gallons
of gas sold at two service stations he owns. The record for
a week is bel_o_w_•._ __
Day

1st Station

2nd Station

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1 ,037

1,210

826

778

795

841

963

1,082

893

804
825
802.
917
1 ,041

a. On which days was more gasoline sold at i;he first
station th~~ the second?
b. etc.

§.Sl.lvin,g, !XQl)lems
(Lower Level)
1. Mr, Henry keeps track of the number of toys sold at two
stores that he owns. The record for one week is shown below.
Day

Store I

Store II

Non day
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

65
38
87
65
96
32

72
32
64
24
70
40

a.

On which days did Store I sell more toys than Store II?

b.

etc.
To assure the appropriateness of the verbal problems

the investigator submitted problems to a committee of twenty•
three fifth•grade teachers for their approval.

Reaction to

the potential suitability of the problems by the committee
----

was-mi-xed-.-rn-the-±nte-re-st-o-r---conserving~ime

Elie investi-

gator decided to adhere strictly to the problem construction
above, which included mruting changes in noun phrases and numM
erals in'the verbal problems appearing in the textbook and
workbook.
As a result of this decision, the upper level assignments and the lower level assignments appeared to be very
similar.

This was judged to be desirable by the investigator.

It was his belief that obvious differences in the format would
provide students with an undeterminable motivation for selection.
The desired aspect of the selection procedure was that it be
based, as much as possible, on the student's examination of
the degree of difficulty between the two assignments.
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Criteria .f.Q.r Develooment .21. Lower Level,
Differentiated Homework
It was

consider~d

important that the second set of

homework assignments should cover the same learning experi•
ences but be of less difficulty to complete by the students.
It was also desirable that both the more and less difficult
assignments reinforce the same learning experiences regardless
of selection of either assignment by a child of low ability or
high ability.

Because the concepts in both levels of the differ-

entiated homework were the same, the possibility of selection
of a low level assignment by a child of high ability is not
regarded as a hazard to his achievement.

This

to be the case if a student's motivation

ran~ed

j_s

considered

from a desire

to conserve time or a lack of ambition to do homework.
Correspondingly, j:-t was oerievea-tna t----astudent----c>f
lower ability would tend to select that which he found easiest
to complete after having examined or attempted both the lower
and upper level assignments on a number of occasions.

Such

a possibility was provided for in the directions for use of the
differentiated assignments which were supplied .each teacher.
If a10tudent of lower ability persisted in the selection of
homework assignments of a higher level of difficulty, the
effect of the differentiation. of the homework on his achievement could not be satisfactorily assessed.

Such a possibility

could affect the interpretation of mean differences between
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textbook homework group A and differentiated homework B, but
would not affect the comparison of over-all homework mean
scores when compared to no homework.

The investigator attempted

to minimize the possibility of a selection effect upon experimental group differences through the use of directions to the
student by the teacher which stressed that the homework assignments were not to be used as a basis for grading a student's
progress in arithmetic.
Procedure .f.21;:

.!!:.§2 .Qf

differentiated homework

The following are the directions for use of the
differentiated homework as received by each teacher:
Instructions for use of Dittoed Material
It is requested that children not be told that they
---~are_par_ticipating_in_an_experiment_.

_________________

Dittos are to be used for a ten week period beginning
October sixth.
Freguenc:z
Dittos are to be used on an average of three, but·
not more than four, nor less than two per week. Exception:
A minimum of one assignment for a three day week is acceptable.
The schedule that has been provided is meant to be used only
as a guide.
Procedure
Dittos are numbered from 1-28 for use beginning with
text page thirty-two. In the event the class is ahead or behind
the approximate-schedule, additional dittos will be supplied.
Green and blue sheets should be placed in a convenient location. The teacher should explain the following to the students:
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Both sheets cover the same learning experiences, but
the blue is less difficult.

1.

2. Students may select either color as each assignment
is given. The teacher should not influence the selection
of one color over another.

3.

Students should not be permitted to do the sheet during
class time. Assi;';nments ~ be .<!Qll&· at home.

4. Students can be permitted to change their minds about
their selections

5. Method of correction of the sheets is optional.

The
teacher may read answers from answer sheet or allow students
access to answer sheets.

6. Students will keep dittos in their desks in a folder
made from construction paper.
Termination
Folders will be collected at the end of the ex1)erimer.t
for the purpose of obta.i.ning a count of the colors self'Jcted
by the student.s. Teachers should emphasize that papers are
not to be graded. Students may be told that folders wH.l be
collected in order to determine whether or not the teacher
_____xV•u'il~__e_on:tinue_t_u_giy_e__a_choi..c_e_of_homewoJ:'l;__in_the_fuitn:e.-If_ _
desired, students may be told the reason for the collection
after the experiment has ended.
Instructions

i££

Textbook Homework

The following directions for the assignment of textbook homework werereceived by each teacher:
It is requested that children not be told they are
participating in an experiment.

Compulsory homework consists of assignments performed
at home Vlhich are given in conjunction with, but separate to,
daily class work.; For purposes of the j_nvestigation, textbook
homework will _be of a compulsory nature, i.n that it is rE:quired
of all students.
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Homework is to be given for a ten week period beginning
October sixth.
Frequency
Homeworl{ is to be given on an average of three, but
not more than four, nor less than two times per week. Exception: A minimum of one assignment for a three day week is
acceptable, The schedule that has been provided is intended
to be used only as a guide.
Procedure
1. Homework is to be assigned solely from the arithmetic
text. The requirements for control of the experiment
necessitate that this be a request to which teachers
strictly adhere.
2. Co~nercially prepared dittos or workbooks should not
be used.

3.

Each assignment to be done at home should be of such
length that the average student will be a·ble to complete
it within a time span of fifteen to thirty minutes.

4.

Students should not be permitted to begin_:the-assi.gn-- - - - men-t-dur:tu-g-sc·h-ool-·fime. --rhe homework assignment !!!.l:!.§i
122. ~ §.:!:. ~·

5. Grouping within the class is the prerogative of the

teacher, but an effort schould be made to see that groups
are given an average of three homewor!{ assignments per
week.

6. Hethod of correction of homework is optional.
However, students should be made to believe that the homework will count toward the student's arithmetic grade,
(Whether it actually will or not is the option of the
teacher.)
Statistical Procedures
All tests used in the experiment were graded by the
investigator using hand scoring stencils provided by the test
publishers.

The scores of achievement tests were translated
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into scale scores,

The following is an explanation of the

scale score from the Examiner's Manual of the Comprehensive
Tests of Basic Skills:
A single scale of standard scores for use with all
levels and any form of CTBS has been developed, This
Expanded Standard Score Scale uses three-digit numbers,
ranging approximately from 100 to 900, These Scale Scores
enable the user to chart a student's growth from Grade
2 through Grade 12, regardless of which level or form
of CTBS he takes,
The Expanded Standard Score is the basic reporting
unit for Level 4 of the CTBS. For the combined ninthand tenth-grade groups of the national standardization
sample, all tests and totals have a common mean and standard deviation, The mean was set at 600 and the standard
deviation at 100, The standard score scale was then expanded
downw:J.rd to include the lower levels of CTBS, From Grade
8, Level 3, downward, however, the means and standard
deviations will vary from test to test. Thus, comparison
of the Reading test score with the Arithmetic test score
for example, can be made only with reference to the combined ninth- and tenth-grade groups. Below Level 4, the
Scale Scores are useful in charting growth and plotting
trends in achievement for school systems and other groups, ••
The means and standard deviation of the Scale Scores for
all tests and all grade_le-ve~s- a:Pe-avai-lab:te-rn---4;ne !§.£.llnicarReport. 6
The following information for each pupil was coded
on IBM cards by key punch operators at the Stanford University
Computation Center:
1,

Student sex and IQ

2. Total pretest scale scores and scale scores for subtests of foncepts, flpnlication, and Computation,

3.

Total posttest scale scores and scale scores for subtests of Concepts, Application, and Computation.

4.

Name of pupil's school and teacher,
6california Test Bureau, Examiner's Manual, p. 42.
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According to Downie and Heath7 the assumption of
homogeneity of variance is very important and almost always
tested before analysis of covariance is made.

The assumption

was analyzed through the use of a heterogeneity of regression
progrp.m developed by the School l1athematics Study Group of
Stanford University.

A 360/67 Computer was used for the

analysis of covariance in the experiment.

The computer pro-

.gram used for this analysis was the Bio•Hedical Program BMDX64
General Linear Hypotheses.8
':l'his program was chosen because the investigator
preferred an analysis which would accommodate all possi})le
data, which required unequal cells in the analysis of experimental data.

The Bio-l1edical Program BHDX64 was deaigned

to accommodate this procedure.
--------------Am-rJ:y-s-es were computed using the total pretest scores
as covariates.

Statistically significal).t differences were

sought for total posttest scores as well as for the subtest
scores.
Sununen
Chapter III has discussed the procedures used in
the selection of schools within the three cooperating school

7N. H. Downie and R0

w.

Heath, Basic St§J.t:i,§tica].
£Le.thp~ (2nd ed.; New York: Harper <'-lld Row, 1959), p. 178 •.
8Heal th Sciences Computing Facility • ~:i,.o-!1e<ti,cal. fJ:Q.P't?\IDs,, Program BJ'I.DX64, University of California., Los Angeles.
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districts, and the selection of the experimental population.
A description of the test instruments was given.

A descrip-

tion of the homework, method of its design by the investigator,
and procedure and schedule for its use by the experimental
groups was discussed.

Statistical procedures used in the

analysis were discussed.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The basic comparison in the experiment was between
the effects on achievement of students who had been as.signed
compulsory arithmetic homework and of students who had been
assigned no arithmetic homework.

Two forms of compulsory

homework permitted the opportunity to compare achievement
effects resulting from the assignment of one form of homework
with another, as well as permitting the comparison of the
achievement effects of both forms of homework with those
of no homework.

.----·-·---

I t was expected that initial arithmetic achievement,
sex, and

I~

would influence the effects of the treatment.

Therefore, these effects were removed to make the experiment
more sensitive.

The initial arithmetic achievement effect

was removed through a covariance technique, and the sex and
IQ. effects were removed by treating them as main variables
in a factorial design.
The sample was first divided into three homework treatment groups, and then subdivided by sex and IQ to produce
twelve cells as shown in Figure I on page sixty-five.

Tables

1, 2, and 6 also show the twelve appropriate group .designations

6.5

High IQ

Boys

____________Girls____ _ ___ _ _ ________ _

None

Textbook

Differentiated

Homework Treatment
Fig,

1,~-Model

of grouping used in the experiment
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which were used in the analysis.
The number of subjects in.each group was as follows:
( 1) Textbook homework; Low IQ Girls 25, High IQ Girls 46,
Low IQ Boys 33, High IQ Boys 33, (2) Differentiated homework;
Low IQ Girls 25, High IQ Girls 41, High IQ Boys 25, Low IQ
Boys 26, (3) Ii£ homework; Low IQ Girls 26, High IQ Girls 34,
High IQ Boys 33, and Low IQ Boys 37,
Hypotheses for Testing
The order of the following hypotheses is imposed by
the statistical analysis which appears on page seventy-seven
of this chapter.
1, There will be no statistically significant difference
between the three groups of children receiving textbook
homework, differentiated homework, or no homework as measured by the arithmetic achievement posttest scale scores
·- ___ ~orrec ted by_c:_c:_variance technig_ues for the initi§],_abil-__.._
ities as measured by the total CTBS arithmetic achievement. pretest scale scores.
If null hypothesis number one is rejected, then hypotheses two, three, and four are of interest to further clarify the effect of the three homework treatment groups \lpon
achievement.
2, There will be no statistically significant difference
between the two groups of children receiving textbook and
no homework as measured by the arithmetic achievement
posttest scale scores corrected by covariance techniques
for the initial a.bili ties as measured by the total C'1$S
arithmetic achievement scale scores,

3.

There will be no statistically significant difference
between the two groups of children receiving differentiated
homework and no homework as measured by the arithmetic
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achievement posttest scale scores corrected by covariance
techniques for the initial abilities as measured by the
total CTBS arithmetic achievement pretest scale scores,

4.

There will be no statistically significant difference
between the two groups of children receiving differentiated
homework and textbook homework as measured by the arithmetic achievement posttest scale scores corrected by co ..
variance techniques for the initial abilities as measured
by the total CTBS arithmetic achievement pretest scale
scores.

5.

'l.'here will be no stab.stically significant .difference
between the effects of the three treatment groups on low
and high IQ groups as measured by the arithmetic achievement posttest scores corrected by covariance techniques
for the initial abilities as measured by the total CTBS
arithmetic achievement pretest scale scores
If null hypothesis number five is rejected, then
hypotheses six and seven are of intP.rest to further clarify
the effect of the three homework treatment groups on low and
high IQ groups:
6• There will be no statistically~~gn;L.f'i~ant_di:f-i'e:t'ence- - - -be-tween-the--ef-re-cts---of-tliethreetreatment groups on low
IQ students as measured by the arithmetic achievement
posttest scores corrected by covariance techniques for
the initial abilities as measured by the total CTBS arith•
metic achievement pretest scale scores.

7. There will be no statistically significant difference
between the effects of the three treatment groups on high
IQ students as measured by the arithmetic achievement post•
test scores corrected by covariance techniques for the
initial abilities as measured by the total CTB.S arithmetic
achievement pretest scale scores.

8.

There will be no statistically significant difference
between the effects o.f the three treatment groups on boys
and girls as measured by the arithmetic ac.r.ievement post•
test scores corrected by covariance techniques for the
ir~tial abilities as measured by the total CTBS arithmetic
achievement pretest scale scores.
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If hypothesis number eight is rejected, then the
following hypotheses are of interest to further clarify the
treatment effects on boys and girls:
9. There will be no statistically significant difference
between the effects of the three treatment groups on boys
as measured by the arithmetic achievement posttest scores
corrected by covariance techniques for initial abilities
as measured by the total CTBS arithmetic achi.e·!lement
pretest scale scores.
10. There will be no statistically significant difference
between the effects of the three treatment groups on girls
as measured by the arithmetic achievement posttest scores
corrected by covariance techniques for initial abilities
as measured by the total CTBS arithmetic achievement
pretest scale scores.

--

Procedures
""

Because the experiment was designed to test several
variables simultaneously, a fa.c torial design anaJ.y:s:b3 of
variance was used.

The tests of

co~

s:j,gnif'~gance __for_each-0-f-the----

variables and their interactions required the establishment of
a.n acceptable significance level.

There were four separate

analyses to make in the experiment; computatio.n, co,n.cepts,
application, and total posttest scores~

According to Scheff~, 1

whenever multiple tests are run, the probability of obtaining
significance by chance. alone is increased; there.fores it is
necessary to adjust the significance level to. compensate for
chance sign:Lficance.

To assure a significance O·f 0,.05 over

an entire experiment, a more stringeni; significance level
must be selected.

Al$o, the results of this study" i.f signi-

----------------

1Henry Scheff6, Ano...l;y_s:J..§. .Q!.. ~£..£.!1 (New !ark: John
Wiley and Sons, 1959)
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ficant, suggest change in hom4'lwork assignment practices.

This

could involve considerable effort by the teacher, as well as
increased cor:;ts to i;he school district, especially if differentiated homework of the type under investigation were found to
be significantly beneficial.

Therefore, the investigator felt

that the results of the experiment should. be sufficiently
significant to justify change.

With the foregoing points

considered, the significance level selected for this experimen·t
was probability equals 0.01.

The characteristics of the students in each of the
twelve groups were determined by calculating the mean

arith·~

metic achievement scale score for each test and subtest.

Tables 1 and 2 give the results for each group.
Qll?,rac.t,!'l.r.;i,stics

£1. 1h2.

§fflll:Q,J,..§.

Whenever groups wi thj.n an experiment are formed on a
random ba:;;is, it is necessary to establish whether these groups
are simj_lar.

'l'o

dt~termine

the similarity, or lack of it, an

analysis of var:i.ance was computed on the pretest scores.
Analysis of variance is based on a null hypothesis that groups
in the analysis w-111 not be significantly different fro11 each
other.

Table 3 gives the analysis of variance tables for each

of the pretests.
an F' table.

F ratlos in Table 3 were interpreted by use of

The observed value of F needed for. significance at
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TABLE 1
MEAN SCALE SCORES OF EACH GROUP

--

Homework Treatment

CTBS Test Given
Textbook

Differentiated

None

375.85

372.90
387.76
403.05
388.66
385.76

Low IQ Boys
Total Pretest
fi73.71
Computation Posttest
382.48
Concepts Posttest
40~?.03
Application Posttest
369,03
Total Posttest
385.36

_______.___________

371.11

388.74
373.63
365.51

High IQ boys

~--~------~--------------.---------

Total Pretest
432.86
Computat1on Posttest
436.3'?
Concepts Posttest
493.17
Application Posttest
1;.69.23
_Total Po<>1t_as~ __ ----- 4130,-7?----

429.57
4Lfl;.70
495,13
498.52
-46-5-.-3o-----

Low IQ Girls
Total Pretest
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Application Posttest
Total Posttest

377.97
402,06
406.83
357.63
397.73

380.16
399.16
'+03~ 16
377.40
390.52

.~·------------------~----~---~--------------~-~--~

High IQ Girls
-T-o-ta_l__P_;-~;~e~··-------~4-3-4-.1-6----~~-4-~-4-.-3-9____
,. ____~1;-4-6--.7~

459.65
495.12
478.35
-~--~-~a_:___p--~-~--~t_e_s_,t-·*~.-·~·---'~--:~5~:~·~50----~~44~·-~1,_.1_5_._.~·----~-4-6.·8_._2_4__
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Application Post test

41t5a98
484.59
1f85.61

I' 432.29
465.00
457.10
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TABLE 2
STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH GROUP

Homework Treatment
CTBS Test Given
Textbook

Differentiated

None

Low IQ Boys
Total Pretest
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Application Posttest
Total Posttest

31.94
39.48
51 .52
97.79
Lf5,66

36.84
35.76
48.85
65.20
35.98

37.12
42.90
60.31
69.26
44.52

High IQ Boys
.

Total Pretest
33.12
25.57 ·
Computation Posttest
44,71
51.99
Concepts Posttest
'48.52
56.60
Application Posttes_t___ -82,6(1-----64-.-96---------Total-posHest
42,28
50.12

44.61+
lf0,77
49.19

---&8-~2T

43.65

.-··-·

Low IQ Girls

32.84
33.20
47.65
63.63
34.57

Total Pretest
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Application Posttest
Total Posttest

High IQ Girls
Total Pretest
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Application Posttest
Total Posttest

46.25
39.56
50.63
79.99
42,81

-~--------------~-----41.15
34.24
39.22
38.47
52,15
46.41
47.26
57.77
37.75
38.73
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th.e one percent :point on the F table is 2.32.

Because F ratios

in Table 3 are greater thrul 2.32,. the null hypothesis is
rejected; the pretest scores of the twelve groups in the
experiment are, as expected, significantly different, because
the twelve groups included subdivisions of high and low

rq.

TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PRETESTS OVER GROUPS
Source of Variation
Qslm:Eutatio,.ll
Between •
Within • ••
Total • • •
Conc<n>tq
Between • •
Within • •
Total • • •

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

ss

DF

MS

F

185,301 .oo
587.195.00
772,496.00

11
374
385

16,841.54
1,570.04

10,73a

2lt.04a
11
49,842.63
'2,072.95
374
385
A;p,;glJ.~------ --~-~-------- - - - - --------···- ---- --~--~- Between • • • • • •
624,879.00
11
56,807.18
17,63
Within , • • • • • 1,205,201.00 374
3,222.46
Total •• • •• • • 1,830,080.00 385
:rotal Pl•etest
Ti'etvreen • • • • • •
335,780.00
11
30 ,525.lt5
Within • • • • -. •
542,268.00 374
1 ,41;.9. 91
Total • • • • • .- •
878,048.00 385

• • • • 548,269.00
• • • • 775,283.00
• • • • 1,323,552.00

To account for the differences shown in Table 3 an
analysis of covariance of the posttest scores was made.

Co ..

variance analysis required testing homogene;i. ty of regressi.on
of the covariate (pretest) on the dependent variables (posttest.) 2

..-.-..;....-------

..

2N. M. Downie and R, w. Heath, Basic. §tp,t;L.sticql Metj1odji!,,
(New York: Harper and Row, l965), P• 177.
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The total pretest contains all the variance that can be accounted
for by each of the separate subte_sts; therefore, only the
total pretest scale scores were used as the covru.•iate •
The analysis of covariance adjusts the posttest scores
by the pretest scores making the groups appear to have begun
closer to being equal,

This is accomplished by regression

analysis and assumes the regression equations were the same
and linear for all groups.
Table 4 gives the analysis of covariance for determining
whether regression lines were homogeneous,

Rejection of the

null hypothesis of homogeneity would indicate that regression
lines were not homogeneous.

The probabilities shown in the

last column of each line labeled "Heterogene:i.ty of Regression"
are greater than 0,01 indicating that heterogeneity is rejected;
-

--

'------theref-ore--th_e--nurr-n:ypofhesis of homogeneity was accepted,

The

assumption for the final a.'lalysis of covariance was met.
Table 4 also indicates that the covariate accounts
for a significant amount of the variance of the posttest.
This is shown by the large F-value in the first line of each
table labeled "Regression,"

Even though a significant amount

of variation was accounted for by the covariate, there was
still a significant difference between groups.

This is shown

by the F-value_ in the second line of each table labeled "Treatment means."

This significance does not test any of the pro•

posed hypotheses, but tells only that the groups are different
on each oi' the posttest achievement scale scores, as expected,
because of IQ differences between groups.

_j '

TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF COVPJUANCE TABLES FOR TESTING HOHOGENEITY OF REGRESSION
':

'

I

Adjustecl Sum
"
o f .-.,.~quares

SourGe Of Variation

-Gomnutation
Regres-sion

!

I

Degrees
of
Freedom

Adjusted
Heans Squared

F

Ratio

Probability
for
Rejection

'

o

~ _.

Treatment Heat1s
Heterogeneity of
Error • • • • •
Total • • • • •
Coneents
Ilegression • • •
Treatment Neans
Heterogeneity of
Error • • • • •
Total
-· • •
AEEl ication

---

..

Regres$iOn-.

539,718.91
35,912.94
23,013.69

Regression
• • • • •
• • • • •

1.004,0~,9.18

. ..

• • • • •
•
• •
Regression
• • • • •
• • • • •

15,74~-63

583,63~.60

1• 712. 52r. 17
1,083,o2b.28
199,875.18
65,459.06
1,457,502.86
2,804,8513.39

J

• • • • •

• • • • •
--

-------

---

777,46G.i2
67 ,35Eh 19
15 149 6"
324,.30"'.66
1,184,2d.59
.

-

-~-

.I

o.oo
0.02

1

1,004,059.18
9,917.07
1,431.69
1,612.24

622.77
6.15
o.89

o.oo
o.oo
0.55

1

1,083,025.28
18,170.47
5,859.55
4,026.25

268.99
4.51
1.46

o.oo
o.oo
0.15

777.460.12
6,123.29
1,377.24
895.87

865.83
6.84
1.54

o.oo
o.oo
0.12

362
385
1

I. _,
'

--

528.36
3.20
2.05

11
11

I

• • • • •
• • • • •
Regression

539,718.91
3,264.81
2,092.15
1,021.69

11
11
362
385

109,08~.77

• • • • •
• • • • •

1

11
11
362
385

369,8~0.33
968,4~8.87

• • • • • • •
• • • • •
Regression

'rreatment Heans
Heterogeneity of
Error • • • • •
Total • • • • •
TotaJ. fosttest
Regression • • •
Treatment l.feans
Heterogeneity of
Error • • • • •
Total •• • • •
.

• • • • •
• • • • •

11
1l

.362
•I

385

r

0~00

'
-._:]

.;:-
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Rationale_ of Anal:y.s_;L2. Procedure
A full-factorial, three-way analysis of covariance
with replication provides the investigator with nine separate
independent analyses when the underlying assumptions of the
model are met.

The nine analyses shown in Table 5 are explained

for the reader in greater detail below:
1. Is the grand mean of the test scores different from
zero?

2. Are the mean scores of the two IQ groups significantly
different?

3.

Are the mean scores for boys significantly different
from those for girls?

4. Are the mean scores for the different treatment groups,
i.e. homework groups, significantly different?

5.
S(~X

Is there a significant interaction between IQ and
within the experiment?

6. Is there a significant interaction betwt~en IQ and
_ti'ea tmen t --"'Lith_iu___the_ _expe1'iment'?--------~------ -7. Is there a significant interaction between sex an_d
treatment within the experiment?
·

8.

Is there significant interaction between IQ, sex,
and treatment \rithin the experiment?

9. Is the covariate significantly adjusting the posttest
-scale scores?
Analyses numbered four, six, and seven are directly
applicable to the study.

If significant, analysis number

eight would also be of interest.

In the event of significance

for number eight, further analysis would be made to understand
more fully the possible interaction effects which may exist.

?6

Results Q.f. th!i

~nalys_i.§.

The results of the analysis are presented in two forms,
first, the analysis of covariance shown in Table 5 which establishes the acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses, and
second, the adjusted means shown in Table 6 which gives the
group means which were ad,justed by the pretest scale scores.
Analysis of Covariance Table 5 gives the analysis of covariance for each of the posttest scales for testing hypotheses
one, five, and eight on pages sixty-six through sixty-eight
of this chapter.

Analysis labeled "Treatment" in Table 5

tests hypothesis number one which is restated below:
1. There will be no statistically significant differ1mce
between the three .e;roups of children receiving textbook
homework, differentiated homeworl~, or no homework as measured
by the arithmetic achievement posttest scale scores corrected
by covariance techniques fo!' initial abi2.i ties as m<~asured
bv" the total CTBS arithmetic
achievement nrete,§t sc<:LLa_s_c_or_es.-- --------------

'I'he table shows that this null hypothesis was not
rejected; therefore, related hypotheses numbered two, three,
and four ·uere not tested.

Hypotheses two • three, and four

were not investigated, because of the acceptance of number one.
Analysis labeled

11

IQ•Treatment" in Table 5 tests hypo-

thesis number fi.ve restated below:

5.

'l'here will be no statistically significant d:i.fference
between tlle effects of the three treatment groups on low
and high IQ groups as measured by the ari thmet:ic achievement posttest scores corrected by covariance techniques
for tlw in:L tial abilities as measured by the total CTBS
arithmetic achievement pretest scale scores.
Table 5 shows that hypothesis number five was not
rejected; therefore, related hypotheses six and seven were
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not tested.

Hypotheses six and seven were not investigated

because of the acceptance of hypothesis number five.
Analysis labeled "Sex-Treatment" in Table 5 tests
hypothesis number eight restated below:

8. There will be no statistically significant difference
between the effects of the three treatment groups on boys
and girls as measured by the arithmetic achievement posttest
scores corrected by covariance techniques for the initial
abilities as measured by the total CTBS arithmetic achieve•
ment pretest scale scores.
Table 5 shows that hypothesis number eight was not
rejected; therefore, related hypotheses nine and ten were not
tested.

Hypotheses nine and ten were not investigated because

of the acceptance of hypothesis number eight.
It has been shown that none of the null hypothes6·s
were rejected.

However, because of the significant IQ-sex

interacaon shown in Table 5 under ComJ2utat:Lon and 'rotal
Posttest, it was decided that further analysis would be made
of the treatment effects within those groups.

Table 7 shows

the results of that analysis.
Because multiple one-way analyses of covariance·were
performed, the probability level selected was probability
equals 0.01.

'rhere are no significant

F~ratios

shown in Table

7 which alter the acceptance of the ten null hypotheses investigated by the analysis of covariance shown in Table 5.
Although, as discussed under subheading Characteristics

£.f. .ih£ sa1nple, there was significant difference between groups
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of the experiment, these significances were caused by differ•
ences mainly between IQ groups, sex groups, IQ-sex interaction
and not by homework treatment.

In each case, the grand mean

was significantly different from zero which indicated that
the tests, assuming face validity, had measured arithmetic
achj.evement, and differences were not caused by chance alone.
Ad.jupted

~

scale scores

The analysis of covariance was made using adjusted
scale scores.

The covariate (total pretest scores) was used

to make the adjustment.

As a result, the actual analysis

compared the adjusted mean scale scores as shown in Table 6,
rather than the raw scale score means presented j_n Table. 1.
The additional analysis undertaken because of significant

IQ~sex

differences shown in Table 5 was also performe<!_

-------- - - -

- - -- - - - - - - · - · ·

using adjusted scale scores.

These are shown in Table 8.

The adjusted means of Table 8 are different from those
shown in Table 6 because the adjustments for number six were
made using all groups combined, while the adjustments in
Table 8 were made within the IQ-sex groupings •
.f.nalys~ .Q.[ £,QlecJ:;i.o_u Q!. differegtiat.eg assignments
Al thclUgh the differentiated homework produced no significant differences from other treatment grqups, a description
of the selection of the differentiated assignments may be of
interest to the reader.

An exact count of the selection by

the students is impractical, because a number of cM_ldren

TABLE 5
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ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF IQ, SEX, AND TREATMENT

Source

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of
Freedom

Conmuta tion
Mean
62,839.97
1
IQ
10,720.60
1
Sex
9,453.81
1
Treatment
2
5,898.43 I
IQ-Sex
7,400.68
1
IQ-Treat,
1, 770.90
2
Sex-Treat,
346.02
2
All
2,898.01
2
Covariance
257,288.75
1
Error
373
392,866.40
Concepts
He an
33,798.94
1
IQ
88,621.61
1
Sex
4,039.54
1
Treatment
4,707.71
2
IQ-Sex
1,557.70
1
IQ-Treat,
881.79
2
Sex-Treat.
171.80
2
All
12,'763.66
2
Covariance
383,008.50
1
Error
599,382.66
373
£Ulpl.+.f ,a ti on
-.Hean------3r,-s2o-.-lj.-o- - 1
IQ
1
152,237.35
Sex
13,936.45
1
Treatment
27.373.84
2
IQ-Sex
5,850.05
1
IQ-Treat.
9,644.86
2
Sex•Treat.
2
1,684.70
All
5,466.76
2
Covariance
352' 630.61
1
Error
l ,521, 940.20
373
Total Posttest
Nean
··ll-1,365.98
1
IQ
48,263.91
1
Sex
1
243.36
Treatment
2
4,278.15

Means
Squared

F Ratio

62,839.97
10,720.60
9.453.81
2,949.21
7,400,68
885.44
173.00
11,1+49.00
257,288.75
1,053.26

59.66*
10. 18*
8.98*
2.80
7.03*
o.84
0.16
1.38
2lf4,28*

33,798.94
88,621.56
4,039.54
2,353.85
1,557.70
lf40. 90
85.90
6,381,83
383,003.44
1,606.92
-31 , 620.46
152,237.31
13,936.45
13,686.92
5,850.05
4,822.43
842.35
2,'?33.39
352.630.56
4,080.27

21 .03*
55· 15*
2.51
1.46
0.96
0.27
0.05
3.97*"
238.35*

- - - -

IQ-Sex

IQ-~'reat

Sex··Trea t.
All
Covariance
Error

8,629.42
3,725.74
42.89
6,024.20
316,915.59
339,454.68

1
2
2
2
1

373

-

41,365.98
48,263.91
243.36
2,139.07
8,629.41
· I ,862,87
21.45
3,012.10
316,915.56
910,07

- - - - --

7·75*
37.31*
3.42
3·35**
1.43
1 • 18
0,20
0.66
86.42*

--
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TABLE 6
ADJUS1'ED HEAN SCALE SCORES FOR EACH GROUP

Homework Treatment
CTBS Test Given
Differentiated

Textbook

None

------------·--------~----------~--~----------~----~Low IQ Boys

Computation Posttes·t
Concepts Posttest
Applications Posttest
Total Posttest

406.45
432.27
397.09
!(11.95

393.60
416.18
399.86
390.48

412.29
432.58
417.37
412.98

~·----------------~----------~k---------------~------High IQ Boys

Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Application Posttest
'rotal Posttest
----

----------------

~-

Low IQ Girls
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Applications Posttest
Total Posttest

432.10
432.50
.382.26
421 .08

418.68
426.98

1r00,26

Lfl2,19

High IQ Girls

~--------~----~------Computation Posttest
428.30
Concepts Posttest
463.03
.Application PosHest
4.37.92
Total Posttest
437.89
' - . t ... PIO'
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TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OVER IQ-SEX GROUPS

Source

Degrees
Heans
of
Freedom Squared

Sum of
Squares

F Ratio

Low IQ Boys
Com:Qutation
Between
Within
Total
Concep,!&
Between
Within
Total
A:QPlications
Between
Within
Total
Total Posttest
Between
Within
Total

5 .448. 81
105,391.81
110,840.62

2
92
94

2,724.41
1,145.56

2.38

5,472.50
168,632.13
174,104.63

2
92
94

2,736.25
1 ,832.96

1.49

8,520.94
475.563.56
484,084.50

2
92
94

4,260.47
5,169.17

0.82

9,537.81
92,979.69
102,517.50

2

4,768.90
1,010.65

4.72a

92
94

- --

- --

-

--

- --

-·

High IQ Boys
Com]_u~ation

Between
\Vi thin
~rotal

ConceJ2tS
Between
Within
Total
APpl; £.£.ti2.!l§.

Between
Within
Total
Total Posttest
Between
Within
Total

2,208.75
119,392.44
121,601.19

2
86
88

1,104.38
1,388.28

0,80

4,199.88
159,073.88
163,273.75

2
86
88

2,099.94
1 , 849.70

1• 14

11,731.81
388,164.31
.399,896.13

c

86
88

5,865.90
4,513.53

1.30

1 ,356.06
114,339.56
115,695.63

2
86
88

678.0.3
1,329.53

0.51

~

-
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TABLE ?--Continued

Degrees
of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Source

l1eans
Squared

F Ratio

Low IQ Girls
COmj2Utation
Between
Within
Total
ConceEtl}.
Between
Within
Total
A"pPlicat:Lons
Between
Within
Total
Total Posttest
i'le't'We"en
Within
Total

-

976.81
82,430.50
83,407.31

2
77
79

488.41
1,070.53

0.46

4,763.19
105.042.38
109,805.56

2,381.59
1,.?64.19

1.75

19,986.69
301,663.19
3;:: 1, 6Lr9. 88

2
77
79
2
77
79

9, 993.34
3,917.70.

2.55

1,080.97
61 ,1+89.88
62,570.85

2
77
79

540.48
798.57

--

~

....

0.63

-

----

~utation

.

2,622.31
84,692.68
87,315.00
3,840.94
163,726.69
167,567.63

2
11 5
117
2
115
117

1,311.16
?36.46

1.78

1 J 920.47
1 ,423. 71

1.35

Between
1 ,866.00
Within
351 ,2~55.25
Total
353,121.25
Total Posttest
'IieTVieen-2,285.19

2
11 5
117

933.00
3,054.39

0.30

2
. 115
117

1,142.59
610.94

1 .87

ween
Within
'rotal
COn£.!1BtQ
Between
Within
Total

~ications

70,257.56
72,542,75

Within

Total

·-·

-
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TABLE 8
J.IEAN SCALE SCORES ADJUSTED WITHIN IQ-SEX GROUPS

Homework Treatment

CTBS Text Given
Textbook

Differentiated

None

369.97
386.95
371.91
364.01

388.43
40L;. 10
389.67
386.65

Low IQ Boys
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Applications Posttest
Total Posttest

High IQ Boys
~n~u-t_a_t_io_n___P_o_s_t_t_e_s_t~-4-3-8-.-5-9--~--4-4-9-.-30-------~48.32

-

Concepts Posttest
Applications Posttest
Total Posttest

495.51
471.82
463.01

499.99
500.91
1+69.95

483.29
484.00
459.86
-- -=====;;;±.:;::::.;;:;;:;...:;:;::;::~=;;.;.::::::· --- -- ------ -------- Low IQ Girls
Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Appl:i.cations Posttest
1'otal Posttest

404.22
409.41
359.48
399.93

399.72
403.83
377.87
391.08

408.47
391.14
397 .L;7
394.96

High IQ Girls
---------------~·--,-------~~-------------,r-------

Computation Posttest
Concepts Posttest
Applications Posttest
Total Posttest

446.12
484.76
485.79
457.67

439.17
472.91
465.29

l;48.81~

451.16
485.35
468.24
It 58. 7l;

·---------~----·~------~·----~------~--------
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changed their minds on some assignments, and included for
these assignments selections covering both levels of difficulty in their homeworlc folders.

This situation had been

permitted according to instructions given to the teachers.
The figures given are an average for the five classes which
were given differentiated homework on a three e.ssignment per
wee.k basj.s for a ten week period:
1. Five students per class selected only assignments
of a lo\'ler level of difficulty.
2. Four Students per class selected only assignments
of a higher level of difficulty.

3.

The average number of lower level assignments selected
per student was nineteen.

4.

The average number of higher level assj.gnments selected
per student was thirteen.

Because the experiment was designed to test several
variables simultaneously, a factorial design analysis of
covariance was used and the significance level of 0.01 selected.
Descriptive statistics for the sample were shown in
Tables 1 and 2.

.Analysis of variance was computed on pretest

achievement scale scores and shown in Table 3.

'I'able 4 shows

the results of a test for homogeneity to meet a required
assumption for the analysis of covariance •
.'fen null hypotheses were stated and a.nalyized using
covarianc<~

technj.ques.

of the analyses.

Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the results

None of the null hypotheses were rejected.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMNENDATIONS
FOR

FUR~nER

RESEARCH

Conclusions
The major purpose of the study was to determine the
effects of the assignment of arithmetic homework by the teacher
from the textbook, and teacher assigned differentiated homework
prepared by the investigator, upon the achievement of fift!1
grade students as measured by tests of arithmetic computation,
conc~pts,

and application.

A secondary purpose of the study vias to d!il termine
whether the assignment of the.__:t;.wo !Ol'm_<l_o_f_]:lOmeworlLI'LO_tlld ______ _
have a differentie..l effect upon achievement for girls and
boys and fOl' }ow and high IQ groups.
'l'he findings were as follows:

Hean differences among homework treatment effects
on tests of computation, concepts, and application were
not significant.
1.

2. !>loan differences resulting from homework treatment
effects between ·boys and girls on· tests of computation,
concepts, and application were not significant.
_:,. Hean differences resul t:i.ng from homework treatment
effects on low and high IQ groups on tests of computation,
concepts, and application were not significant.
These findings tend to support those of Anderson, Cooke,
and Brown, Cooke and King, Teal1an, Montgor:Lery, Whelan, Leonard,
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and Hudson, 1 who found no significant differences in the
achievement of groups receiving.

homeworl~

over those not

receiving homework.
Although the present study disclosed no significant
differences resulting from homeworlt treatment, significant
sex differences and IQ-sex interaction on the computation
and total test scores were evidenced.

Further analysis of

treatment effects over IQ-sex groups also indicated that the
differences between the groups were not caused by homework
treatment.
Imul:lcaUons .21. ilut Stu<tt
If one has as a particular objective the improvement
of achj_evement in arithmetic computation, knowledge of concepts, and application of skills, the

assignme~~f

arithmetic

homework, wi tl:>.in the confines of the particule.r environment
and treatments described in this study, is probably ineffective.
In this study, assignment of homework in arithmetic
1Hudson, "Study of the Influence of Homework in Seventh
Grade," p. 185; w. E. Anderson, information corresponding to
that given for Hudson; D. H, Cook3 and G. B, Brown Jr., information corresponding to that given for Hudson; D. E. Cooke
and L. Kj_ng, information corresponding to that given for Hudson;
E. G. Teahan, information corresponding to that given for
Hudson; c. F. Hontgomery, information corresponding to that
given for Hudson; 11. H. Leonard, information corresponding
to that given for Hudson.
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to fifth-grade students was not accompanied by a corresponding
increase in achievement.

Until future research studies favor

another type of homework not studied in this report, the time
and attention given to homework by teachers and students might
conceivably be better utilized on other aspects of an arithmetic program.
Recommendations fQr Further Research
A number of possibilities for future research are
suggested as outcomes of the present study.

The IQ-sex inter-

action which occured on the computation test scale scores
suggests interesting possibilities to discover knowledge which
could be utilized in an individualized. approach to instruction
and/or the assj_gnment of homework,

Questions for which answers

_might be r-;ought are thefl_E3_:_(1) What is the eff_e_c_t_o_n_ _13-ch_ieve_-_____ _
ment in computation as a result of an increase or decrease
of instruction time in computation for low and high IQ boys
and girls?

(2) What is the effect on achievement in computation

as the result of an increase or decrease in the length of homework assignments on computational drill for low and high IQ
boys and girls?

(3)

Are certain other types of homework in

arithmetic of greater value to low or high IQ groups?
The differentiated homework in this study was presented
on two levels of difficulty.

(4) Would the effectiveness of

a differentiated approach to homework vary with the number
of levels in the differentiation of the homework?
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Another aspect which was not part of this study is
the possibility that maturation may determine a child's ability
to benefit from homework,

(5) Will replication of the present

study produce different results at other grade levels?
In this study only two forms of compulsory homework
were studied,
homework,

These were textbook homework and differentiated

Experiments need to be carried out to test the

effectiveness of still other types of homework in arithmetic
as well as homework in other school subjects,
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APPENDIX A
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
. ExRerimental G,rOUJ2 Taue:4,_1;,
Please check the appropriate box.

L:7 No
L:7
L:7

compulsory homework given.

Textbook homework given.
Homework given using dittoed material provided.

Back,aound for Teaching Arithmet:i£
The following information is not to be used in the
interpretation of the results of the experiment. but will be
included in the general discussion of the report.
Please list the number of years you have taught ____ years
ari thmetj.c in the. public schools.
In what grades have you taught arithmetic?
· - - - - --Doyou ha1Fea math major?-------·-·- Do you have a math minor?

----grades
----DYes D-Na-·

D

Yes

D

No

Please describe generally that portion of your prep
paration and/or background for teaching arithmetic which is
in addition to that required for an elementary credential.
(Examples of this might be special courses or job experience
other than teaching.)

-~---·--------------------~----·---------------------------------

96
Affect .2.£ the

~.;perimE!Di .Q];

Teach1J:!.!i.

Assume, as the case may or may not be, that you are
· given complete freedom by your district in the matter of ari th•
metic homework when completing the follovdng directive.
Please check the box which indicates the frequency
with which you would assign arithmetic homeytOrk.

L:7

Not very o£ten4

L:7 Once or
L:7 Several
0

twice a week.
times a week.

Every day.

Aside from homework or lack of it did you find that
your participation in the experiment necessitated basic changes
in what you consider your usual style of teaching?

L:7 Yes.

U

No.

If yes, please explain.

..........................-.---··-~-...--·--~-'~""-""'"'~

----------~---------

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _

~..

'l""

*--~"'.-....~-

Please check the appropriate square regarding the
classroom work schedule provided by the investigator•
At the end of the experiment (Dec. 11)

thE~

class was:

0

more than two weeks behind schedule-

L:l

more than two weeks ahead of schedule.

0

within the range of two weeks ahead or behind
schedule.
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What was your attitude toward the project?
the other side if you wish.)

(Use

The remal~ng information is requested from only
those teachers who used dittoed homework sheets provided by
the investigator.
Would you continue to use a differentiated approach
to homework if the district were to provide ready-to-use assignment sheets?

L:7

Yes.

L:7 No.

Please describe briefly the reaction of the chj.ldren

to having a choice of homework assignments;______

- ----·---

----·------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE !

RESPONSE 'I'O QUESTIONNAIRE! BY

TE.~CHERS

GIVING DIFFERENTIATED HOMEWORK

Information requested

Teacher A

Teacher B

Teacher C

No. of years taught

1

8

z2t

Grades taught

5th

4th and 5th

1st-6th

J.hjor ol' minor in math

No.

No.

No.

Background and prep.
beyond credential requirement

Course in new
math.

M!.th workshops

New math courses and workshops.
Worked in government personnel.
Uses math in vineyard management.

:;,.
'V

Rate at wl:>.ich homework is
usually assigned

Once or twice a
week.

Once or twice a
week.

Once or twice a week.

Did the experiment affect
teaching style?

No.

No.

Yes. Prefers to individualize
instruction.

Place on schedule at end
of experiment

Within two weeks
ahead or behind.

Within two weeks
ahead or behind.

Within two weeks ahead or behind,
but felt that some pupils were not
thoroughly prepared as a result.

Teacher attitude toward
experiment

Believed students
lost interest.

"Simplifiad giving
assignments and gave
a good follow-up. 11

Prefers to set own pace.

Would continue to use a
dltfferentiated approach

Yes.

Yes.

Yes, "If I could choose assignments. 11

Children's attitude
toward having a choice
of assignments

11 0nly better
students had interest."

"Ch:ild:ran followed
others when choosing.
Did not seem to be
aware oi· difference
in difficulty.

"Children liked being able to choose.
They like having assignments as
practice ma. terial."

'V
trl

z

::1
>::
b:J

\.()

CP

L\BLE 1--Cont;nued
Information requested

Teacher D

No. of years taught

27

G1•ades taught

5th-8th

!·19. jor or minor in

lll!i th

No.

Background and prep.
beyond credential
requirement

New math courses.
Did general office work.

Hate at which homework is
usually assigned

Several times a week

Did the experiment affect
teaching style 1

No. "I liked the way it gave
me a check on their progress. 11

Place on schedule at end
of experiment

Within two '-reeks ahead or
behind schedule.

Teacher attitude toward
experiment

Fast pace made it necessary
to reteach occasionally.

Would continue to use a
differentiated approach

Yes.

Children•s·attitude
toward having a choice
of assig!L'Ilsnts

"Children looked forward to
sheets partly •cause they
weren't graded. It seemed
a game to them, and they tried
hard for perfect papers."

"'

"'

TABLE 2

I

RESPONSE TO QUlESTJ:ONNAIRE BY TEACHEHS GIVING NO HOMENTORK

Information requested

Teacher E

Teacher F

Teacher G

No. of years taught

17

2

18

Grades taught

3rd-.5th

.5th

.5th-8th

Major or minor in math

No.

No.

No.

Background and prep.
beyond credential requirement.

4 extention unitls
in new math.
.

Used electronics
in milltary.

New math course.

Hate at which homework is
usually assigned

Not very often.

Not .very often.

Several times a week.

Did the experiment affect
teaching style?

No.

No.

Yes, Teacher found it
difficult to keep to schedule.

Place on schedule at end
of experiment

Within two weeksI
ahead or behind

Two weeks or
more behind

Two weeks or more
behind

Teacher attitude toward
experiment

"Enjoyed projecT. 11

11

"Fine except for extra
testing involved."

I

I

A meaningfUl
project."

I

I
I

I

I

~

0

0

I

~

2--Continued

Teacher H

Teacher I

.5

lit

2lrl - .5th

.5th, 6th

Major or minor in ma.th

No.

No.

Background and prep.
beyond credential requirement

Did not respo,.

Nona.

I~for~Ation

requested

No. of years taught
Gro~.des

taught

I

·Rate at which homawork is
usually assigned
Did the experiment affect
teaching style 1

P"....ace on sched\lle at end
O:f experi..'!lent

Once or twice
a week

Not vary often

Yes. "Difficult! to
keep to schadcl!a."
Considered expdrimant

No.

::~::::st:rt:jr~ss.

behind

'tlithin two weeks
ahead or behind

I

Teacher attitude toward
experiment.

"Experiment wa.J
poorly planned 1a.nd
conducted. · Seamed
unimportant. 11
'

"Homework doesn •t accomplish
anything on any subject."

~

-·
0

I
I

I

I

TABLE

i

:3 RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE BY TEA.CHEP.S GIVING TEXTBOOK HOME'iJORK

Ini'orma tion requested

Teacher J

Teacher K

Teacher L

No. of years taught

12

8

3

Grades taught

5th-8th

5th

3rd-5th

Major or minor in math

No.

No.

No.

Background and prep.
beyond credential requirement

did purchasing fo~

Worked on budget air.d

Courses in new math

Worked as a clerk using
a cash-register.

Rate at which homework is
usually assigned

Once or twice a

Once or twice a week

Several times a weak

Did the experiment affect

teaching style?

Yes, Prefers to iJdividualize and nqt
use a "pa. ge plan.'!

Place on schedule at and
oi.' exper'....rnent

Wi t..lrl.n two weeks
ahead or behind [

MOre than two weeks
behind

Respect that some~
one was trying to
measure that whicll
seems immeasurabl~.
Pride to be included.
Frust:ra tion with
schedule. Impressed
that investigator Iis
a teache:;.~.

Favorable to begin
Good. ''Fit in with my
regular
way. No
with • but did not
enjoy giving homework special problems."
just ~or homework's
sake. Did not like
t'Sst. It should have·
bel9n d~signed by investigator.

S1ll11liler camp.

i

w~ek

Yes, "Schedule allowed
no time for reteaching."

No.

I
I

Teacher attitude toward
experiment

I

1

j

Within two weeks
ahead or behind

0

[\)

.I

TAB~I

3--Continued

Information requested

Teacher M

Teacher N

Teacher 0

No. of years taught

3

8

35

Grades taught

4th, 5th

4th, 5th

1st-8th

Major or minor in ma.th

No.

No.

No.

Background and. prep.
beyond credential requirement

None.

Did not respond

Courses in new ma. th

Rate at which homework is
usually assigned

Not very often

Not very often

Not very often

Did the experiment affect
teaching styleT

''Yes, moved fastJr
than I cared to.

IIYes. I prefer not
to give homework
assignments separate from that which
is begun in class."

No.

Place on schedule at end
of experiment

More than two weeks
behind

MaN> than two weeks
ahead

Within the range of two
weeks ahead or behind

I

Teacher attitude toward
experilnent

"Doubt anything cln
be proved. Teachers
and classes vary!
too much. Not
enough control tp
make project rele1
vant."
1

"Hommmrk should
"Too much homework."
not bs assigned just
for iA~a sake of assigning it 9 "

1

I

I

-

~
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APPENDIX C
Text Pages 21-22

EXA~~LES

OF DIFFERENTIATED HOM!N10RK

A. (Upper Level)
SOLVING PROBLEMS

Do the following problems on another piece of paper.
1. Jeff and Jerry earn money by caring for neighbors' lawns.
Last week they earned $5.25, and this week $5.85. How much
did they earn in the two weeks?
2. One week Jeff and Jerry were paid $1.25 by one neighbor,
$.85 by another, $1.10 by another, and $1.75 by another.
How much were they paid by the four neighbors?
During a period of four weeks, Jeff and Jerry worked independently. They earned the amounts shown in the table below.

First week
Second week
Third week
Fourth week

Jeff

Jerry

$2.80
2.35
2.40
1. 90

$2.25
2.50
2.75
2.00

- - - - _c_3_•-What-were---.J-ef-f 1-s- totaj_-earni-ngs- duri-ng-t-hese-four-weeks'l---- ----4·

What were Jerry's total earnings during these four weeks?

5. Which of the two boys earned more during these four weeks?
How much more?
6.

How much did the two boys earn in all in the first week?

7. What were Jeff's and Jerry's total earnings in the second
week?
8.

How much did the two boys earn in the third week?

9.

How much did the two boys earn in the fourth week?

10. Use your answers for problems 6-9 and find the total amount
the two boys earned during the four weeks.
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Text Pages 21-22

A. (Lower Level)
SOLVING PROBLEMS

Do the following problems on another piece of paper.
Mrs. Smith bought three toys. One cost 98¢, another cost
78¢, and a third cost $1.25. How much did she spend for the
three toys?
1.

2. A slot-car costs $2.50.
the total cost?

The motor costs $1.75.

What is

3. Room 3 has 30 desks, room 4 has 25, and room 5 has 33.
How many desks are in the three rooms?

4. Room 24 has 17 boys and 19 girls. How many are in the
class'?

5. Kennedy School has 7 men teachers and 22 women teachers.
How many teachers are in the school? How many more teachers
are women?
6.

Bob had a bicycle accident.
fix his bike.
So1ile new spokes

--------K new wneer- -

New fenders

These parts are needed to

$ • 80
----~3-.oo----

2.50

What is the total cost of fixing the bike?

7.

Troop A has 28 Girl Scouts, troop B has 30, and troop C
has 25. How many girls are in all three troops?
8.

a. Jim scored 11 points, Bill Scored 9, and Bob scored

15. How many points were scored?

b. How many more points did BOb score than Jim?
c.

How many more points did Bob score than Bill?
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Text Pages 23-24

B.

(Upper Level)

INVERSE OF ADDITION
Write in the missing numerals.

1•
2.
3.

28 - 28

-

- 64

44-

c

b

a

=
=0

-

=

16 - 16

2,340 - 2,340
- - 72 = 0

--789 "' 0

=0

3,240

=

-

=0

...

37

-

" 0

Write in the missing numerals.
a

75

8 • (16 - 16) " ' - 2 +

(364 - 364)

=- -

= 32
16) = 34

+ (64 - 64)

6.

7. ~3~4 + ( _ -

16) -

8$

27 + (2 -

9.

(34 +

to. (83
11.

(67 + _ ) - 48

12.

(10 - 6) +

-

(27 - 27)

~

(62 + 40)
( 94 +

--

(3 - 3) " ' - -

= 4,000

= 68
= 2,240
= 62

68 + (32 - __,......_)
2,240 + (1 - ___ )

= 83
= 67
= 10

42 +

=

------------

= 34

+ 2,000) -

(32 - 32)

-- +

) = 27

-

+

-

)

------------

- 6 = 94
1

(28 + 98) - --(84 - 9) +

-

= 28

= 84

- - - -
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Text Pages 23-24

B. (Lower Level)

INVERSE OF ADDITION
Write in the missing numerals.

1•

2.

3.

7 - 7

5 - 5 "'

7

- 8

--

c

b

a

-2

=0
=0

- 4

--

=
=0

=

82 - 82

-

.. 0

- 67

=0

64 - 64

=0

Write in the missing numerals.
b

a
4.

2 + (4 - 4)

5.

2. +

6.
7.

-8

+ (Lf - 4)

c_ -

+ (2 -

12 •

-

8 + (10 - 10) =

=6

) = 12

-6 •
.

9.

(4 + 8) - - : : 4

10.

( 14 + 54) -

11 •

(12 _+ ____ ) - 6

12.

(10-6)+

-

(7 - 7)

+

(3

------

2) ,.. 12

-.

=- -

14 + (2 - 2)

(6 - 6) =

------ --

8.

=

2 + (

-

~

s

10

--

- 8)) == 6
-

-----·-

-

2.

(6 + 5) -

= 14
= 12

(84

=10

(18-9)+

... 6

+ 22) - ----

= 84
= 10

( 10 + 12) -

-

--18

- - -

- - - -
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c.

Text Page 25

(Upper Level)

SUBTRACTION, THE INVERSE OF ADDITION

1•

2.

3.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

12

14

11

15

16

12

...2

.Ji

....§.

13

.Jt

12
_.2.

..1.

....2

13
8

-

18

15

14

12

12

....2

..1.

.Ji

11

12

13

11

....2

.Ji

...1

...1

i

j

k

17

14

11

....2

....§.

....2

..2

15

11

14

15

11

...2

....§.

....2

.Jt

...1

.Ji

...l

14

13

13

11

13

17

12

.Jt

....2

.Ji

....§.

....2

....i

....§.

Write numerals that should be used to replace the frames.
a
4•

·-

16-0"'9'
.

5.

b

c

13-0=7;_

llf-0=6; ____

.
=_Lu__

86~<D-97)=86; ____

22+( 17-17)=0 ; _ 39+(43-0)=39;

-· · - -- 6.___ 0.±..(62...621= 13_;__ I L~5_0-20)

19+ ( D -31 ) =19 ·~·_

7.

(21+17)-0.,21 ; _

(64+27)-0=6Lfj_ (3+2)*0=3;_

8.

(42+0)-19=42;_

(53+0)-26=53;_

9.

(17-8)+0=17;_

(20-5)+0=20;_

(11+0)-40=11 ; _
(32-1)+0=32;_

Use the two numerals that appear in each sentence to replace
the frames.
10.

14+< D-~=20

12+(0 ..L\)=19

33+ <D -L\) =40

--

12+(..:_-_)=19

33+(

<D-6.> +7=10

(0-6,)+15=22

( 0-6,)+33=50

(_-_)+7=10.

(

14+(
11.

..

)=20

---)+15c22

--

)•4-0

--

(

-

)+33=50
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c.

Text Page 25

(Lov;er Level)

SUBTRACTION, THE IlNERSE OF ADDITION

1•

2.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

12

14

11

15

13

16

12

....!±

...2

12
2

.:1.

....2

....2

...§.

...§.

18

15

14

12

...2

.:1.

...§.

...2

...§.

11

12

13

11

14

...2

...1.

13

3.

-

...§.

....§.

12

...§.

...:i

i
17

...§.

15

11

14

...2

...!±

..2.

12

12

...2

...2

11
8

...!±

-

Write the numerals that should be used to replace the

13

frame:;~.

a

b

c

4.

8-0=5;_

6-0=2;_

4-0=3;_

5.

7+(4-lr)=D;_

12+(4-0)=12;_

15+(0-4)=15;_

--- --- -6-.---E3+(-1.Z-...1-2-)=4-;:.._----B+(-30-30}:::§ ;___,;;- -14>~--(-r;;;;J-7 i= 14;....-,_;.--· ----7.

(8+9)-0=8;_

(16+5)-0=16;_

(3+2)-0::3;__;_

8.

(10+0)-9=10;_

(7+0)-6=7;_

(0+6)-6=11 ; _

Use the two numerals that appear in each sentence to replace
the frames.
9.

10+ ( l':]-.6,) =14
10+(

-..-)=14

10. <C,l-6)+7:;1 o
(

--

- ' )+7=10

12+ ( 0 -.6,) =19

9+(0-.6,)=12

--

9+( ____- ____ )=12

12+(

-

)=19

(0-.6,)+7=8
(

---

)+7=8

<D-.6,)+4=6
(

---)+4=6
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Text Pages 26-27

D.

(Upper Level)

WRITING NUMBER SENTENCES FOR PROBLEMS
After each number sentence, replace N with an expression
in parentheses, as shown in sentence 1. Find N and then rewrite the first sentence using a single numeral in place of N.
1.

N + 8 = 42

2.

25 + N = 83

3.

N +

(42 - 8) + 8

=42

86 = 95

Write a number sentence for each problem.

4.

Find the answer.

Susan wants to buy a bicycle which costs $34.
saved $16. How much more money does she need?

She has

5. There were 17 boys in a school band of 35 pupils.
_many girls were in the band?

How

6. In Stockton the low temperature for the day was 65 degrees.
------I-t-J?ese-to-a.-h;igh--for-the-day_of-84-degr_ee_s. _\'mat was j;_he ______ _
increase?
7. 1'hel·e were Lf6 children in a bus that had seats for 65.
How many more children could the bus have carried?
8. After John bought 12 books, he had 32.
have to start with?

How many did he
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Text Pages 26-27

D.

(Lower Level)

WRITING NU1'1BER SENTENCES FOR PROBLEHS

After each number sentence change the N into two numbers,
Then rewrite the first sentence and use just one numeral for
N. The first one is done for you,

8 "' 15

1•

N +

2,

N + 9 = 17

3,

N + 10

( 15 - 8) .. 15

= 16

Write a number sentence for each problem,

4, John wants to buy lunch for 30¢
money does he need?

He has

Find the answer,

25~

HQW much more

5. There were 10 girls in a room with 25 students.
were boys?

How many

6. Nine of a __'ceam__~f_1_'±_mE)l1 played in a gan.a. I:Iow many did
not.piay?
---- --- -- ----

7. John delivered 22 of his 48 newspapers,
he have in his bag?

How many more did
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